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CHAPl'ER 1 
IN'IRODUCTION 
statement of the Problem 
--
It is the writer's purpose to identify the attitudes of a sample of 
catholic male lay teachers of catholic boy~ high schools in the Chicago area, 
which are a reflection of the reference groups to which they belong. Of 
central ~mportance is the exploration of those patterns of relationship 
between one's reference groups and the attitudes one possesses. 
serving as an agent of socialization, the high school teacher is 
formally appointed or selected by the interested parties - the parents, 
state and particular educational institution - to co:nmunicate a set of 
values to adolescents in preparing them for a pluralistic society. Since 
the religious community as well as parents bave at least the implied 
confidence that those who teach possess a set of desired values, it will be 
the purpose of this study, at least partially, to identify these values. 
A comprehensive inquiry into the behavior of the high school teacher 
as an agent of socialization would be ideal, however, since the time, 
financial resources and the setting is not available for such an undertaking, 
a study in such depth is not possible. 
However, the study does attempt to identity" in part, the attitudes 
which are possessed by the teacher who serves as a functionary of 
1 
2 
socialization for pluralistic living. By focusing en the identification of 
certain selected attitudes as being associated with certain sccio-economic 
factors, the study hopefully will reveal attitudes which will represent a 
crystallization of possible influences that bear upon the individual teacher. 
Theoretical Implications 
In atte:npting to delineate those innuences wl:,ich may refiect upon the 
attitude of the teaC}ler, several questions emerge: ~ihat persons or groups 
within the social environment of the teacher have significantly affected his 
attitudes? Can it be generally acknowledged that one's behavior is 
prominently affected by the groups of which one is a member? Or must there 
exist the possibility that individuals frequently tend to orient themselves 
to groups other than their own in shaping their attitudes? 
Merton sheds some light on this question when he suggests two distinct 
frames of reference by which individuals acquire attitudes and evaluate their 
own behavior. 
the first is the "normative type" which sets and maintains 
standards for the individual and the second is the "comparison type" 
which provides a frame of comparison relative to which the individual 
evaluates himself and others •••• The first is a source of values 
aSAS.milated by designated individuals (who mayor may not be members 
of the group) •••• The second is instead a context for evaluating 
the relative position of oneself and otherl, ••••• 
lRobert Merton, Social Theory and Social Structure (Glencoe: The 
'Free Press, 1963), p. 283. -
3 
Marton'. dichotomy suggests that individuals do not necessar~ 
internalize and maintain a set of norms established by groups to which they 
belong, but possibly acquire behavior pattems that are significantly shaped 
by those groups to which the individual is not a part. 
Newcomb gives further evidence that one's behavior is signiticant17 
affected by groups to which he does not belong. In his classic study of 
nlue-assimilat1on by col:Lege students, Newcomb concludes that individuals 
may either assimilate or re.iect norms of the groups to which they belong. 
It one is IIOtivated to reject the norms ot the groups to which be belongs, he 
2 torms counter-norms. It may be ata ted that when d1 verae and contlicting 
pressures ~ear upon the individual, he 1IIIilJ' be motivated to acquire new norma 
or groups to Which he does not belong and establish a trame ot rererence to 
non-membership groupe. 
However, Williams indicates that onets frame of reference accompanies 
his need tor group belongingness and group anchorage. According to Williams, 
individuals without stable social relatiOft8h1ps and atron, group tl88 reaain 
uncertain of their identity. Willi_ contends that the need to contol'll to 
the expectations of those groups to which the individual belongs creates 
reelings of social distance toward those groups perceived to be lacking in 
:3 
mutually acceptable noma. 
2 
Theodore M. Newcomb, Personality and social Chant! (New Tork. Dryden 
Pres., 1943), quoted in Merton, §oclar,li'iOryana soaa structure, p. 300. 
-............ . _ .. 
3Robin Williama, strallJers Next Door: Ethnic Relatione in Amencan 
CODlDl\Ulities (Englewood clIfrs. PriiitIci:Jiil.l-Inc., 1964)' pp. 19'-20. 
What then is the individualts frame of reference i'or the attitudes h.e 
possesses? Is his behavior promin\S~ntly affected by those groups of which he 
is a member? Or perhaps does he, at least partly, reject the norms of his 
membership groups and assuiue a. broader f'r&!lle of reference to include 
non-membership groups? 
In an attempt to determine Which reference individuals or groups an 
individual identifies with, much is dependent upon the social milieu in which 
he participates. The Lllmediate social environment .. constituted by the social 
relationships in which the individual is directly engaged, may significantly 
influence his perspectives; or perhaps the larger society, including public 
figures "4ith whom thel'e is no direct interaction, serves prominently as Ii 
frame of reference for the individUAl. 
Fenicnel bas observed that some individuals may experience a rapid 
turnover of personnel in their immediate environment making enduring social 
relationships impossible. Consequently, people who lack local reference 
individuals JJi&,. tum to more distant figures with whoRl they identitY' 
4 
themselves • 
Assuming, then, that different reference groups have varying relevance 
to the behavior patterns of individuals, one's group frame of reference will 
4 
otto Fenichel, ThePs:rchoana.~1c Te;O~ of tieurosis Oiew York. 
w. W. Norton (~r Co.) p.~5, quo\>idRobe orton ~oolal Theory and Sooial 
structure, p. 304. - . -
5 
not have identical impact on the specified behavior patterns of individuals. 
It might be argued, however, that, specific fr&rnes of reference may be 
relevant to segments of an individual's values. For the purposes of this 
study', it is necessary to explore what particular kinds of values regarding 
certain groups are associated with specific !'ramu ot reterence. Does the 
high school teacher, tor example .. renect any particular types of values or 
prejudices seemingly related to his identification "d.th such f'rames of' 
reference as his ethnic group, religiOUS group, educational group or 
OOmrtlur.ity 1n which he lives? In applying Newcombts conclusions there is the 
distin.ct possibility that the teacher will be motivated to resist the noms 
and val:les maintained by the community in which he lives, his ethnic group, 
religious group or educational group and adopt norms and values of other 
potential frames of reference. 
One might hypothesize that individuals who assi.m1late a set ot norms 
and values may be motivated to reject those norms and values or relate 
negatively to a trame of' reference which is perceived to be ideological17 
opposed to their own preferred. tra_ ot reterence. 
Perhaps, then, a teacher Who ass1m.ilates those values in which his 
community approves, or who seeks to identify with thettvalues of the middle 
class," may be motiva.ted to reject the values implicit in the teachings of 
his university or those values professed. in the tenets ot his religion. 
Similarly, a tea.cher who establishes as his frame of reference, a. 
col'Inunity which a.ttributes to him a low profession:ll status may view h18 work 
6 
as a job and reject bis educational group as a trame ot reference. 
Consequently, he may reject the conception of his role as a contributor to 
the educational process in its social setting in terms of socializing the 
$ 
student. 
with these introductory remarks J an attempt 18 made in th18 study to 
examine responses to a questionnaire which was administered to high school 
teachers in Catholic b01S f high schools in orelaI' to examine responses for a 
possible reflection of selected reterence groupe or _bersbip groups con-
tributing to a .seeming· ethnocentr1a. and prejudice against Negroes, Jews 
and the Church. 
A group has been det'ined ulltwo or 1B0re people who bear an explicit 
6 
psychological relationship to one another,- or as a "collection ot persons 
7 
who are bound together by a distinctive set ot social relations." olastead 
has defined a group "as a plurality ot indiri.duale who are in contact with 
one another, who take one another into accoUDt, and who are aware ot so .. 
8 
significant commonality." 
, . 
S Jean D. Grabs. "The Roles of the Teacher" School and 80Ci~, ed. 
carl H. Gross, stanley P. Wronski and John W. RaMon (BostOIl' D.th and co. 
1962), pp. $86-$87. 
6:naYid Krech and Richard S. Crutchfield, '1'118017 and Problems of Social 
PBlcholoq (New York. McOraw-Hill Book Company, Inc. 19h8" p. 18.-
7teonard Broom and Phillip Sel.nick, sociolol71 A Text with Adapted 
Readi"!s (New york: Harper and ROW, 196.3), p. 't. -- -
8Michael S. olmstead, The Small Group (New torkl Rando. House, 196.3), 
p. 21. ---
7 
However, when considering the concept "ca.tegory" or flS ocial category" 
a noticeable difference is observed. The qualities of interaction, psycholog-
ical relationship or awareness of COl'lL'fton membership seem to be lacking. 
Williams defines a category as a collection of individuals "having 
only a vague sense of m.embership and a very rudimentary capacity for any sort 
9 
c f concerted collective action. II ol.l1'.stead I s explanation of the concept 
stresses the assigniQg of persons to classps or types on the basis of some 
common characteristic such as age, sax, or political affiliation. 
When alluding to the concept 11 fram.e of referenceft or "reference group", 
this writer is not explicitly identitying a group but rather a category. The 
term "reference groups" is then someVhat of a misnomer. A reference group 
is operationally defined as involving those categories, classes, or types 
based on some common oharacteristics whose perspective the individual a.cquires 
10 
and through his participation forms attitudes and evaluates his behavior. 
In sharp contrast, the concept of "membership group" specifically 
includes group properties. In addition to acquiring perspectives that affect 
attitudes and behavior. the membership group connotes interaction according 
to established patterns and psychological recognition as belonging to the 
Merton's explication on membership groups has led the writer to adopt 
9 Will1~ns, op. cit., p. lB. 
- -
19Kerton, op. cit., p. 28). 
--
8 
the folloving definition of a membership group: A number of people who 
interact With one another in accordance with patterned expectations of each 
otherts behavior and who are regarded by the others as belonging to the 
11 
group_ 
In a previous paragraph it was pointed. out that Robin Williams believes 
that conformity to the expectation of onets membership group or reference 
group may create feelings of soc1al distance to groups which are perceived to 
be lacking in mutually acceptable norms. In this study such feelings of 
social distance seemingly displayed by the high school teacher will be 
suggested by their attitudinal response to selected statements on the 
questionnaire fOCUSing on Negroes, Jews and the Church. 
Thurstone has defined an attitude "as the sum total of man's inclina-
tions and feelings, prejudice or bias, preconceived notions, ideas, fears, 
12 
threats and convictions about any specific topic." In attempting then to 
discover the high school teacher's ethnocentric attitudes, we are seeking the 
partial constellation of ideas and feelings that he possesses about. Negroes, 
Jews and the Church. 
When considering that the particular culture man finds himself in shapes 
the entire constellation ot his ideas and feelings, it is likely that feelings 
11 Ibid., p. 285. 
-
l~dward A. Marciniak, I'The Racial Attitudes of Students in the 
catholic Colleges of the Chicago Area" (unpublished Master's dissertation, 
Department or SociologYJ Loyola University, Chicago), p. 141. 
9 
ot Bocial distance will emerge toward specific groups perceived to be 
1d8010g10&ll7 1n opposition to one's values or Be_ as "ditterentll fro. 
oneaelf. Sucb negat1ve attitude or unfavorable disposition toward specific 
and entire groups ot persona ua been referred to as prejudice by Gordon 
Allport. 
Prejudice has been defined as a ttjudgment without due examin,ation of 
13 
tbe ta<rt.s" or fta feeling favorable or unfavorable toward Ii person or 
14 
things prior to or not based on actual experience ,tt or "thinking 111 of 1, 
others without sufticient warrant." 
Hovever, tor our purposes, prejudice will be defined in the sense that 
it implies an overcategorized, negative judgment about a specific ret entire 
group of persons. Allport derines prejudice as. 
an avertive or hostile attitude toward a person who belongs to a 
group, simply because he belongs to that group and is theretore 16 
preSUllled to haYe the objectionable qualit1es ascribed to the group. 
Whether strong nepti ve feelings toward an out group always accompall1 
positiYe reelings tcrtrard one.a reference group is a question that bas been 
1300rdon Allport, The Nature of Prejudice (Garden Oit1" Doubleday and 
Company, Inc. 19$8), p. r. -
lbIbid.. 
-
16 Ibid., p. 8 
-
10 
explored in -111 studies. Swaner has been 1dent1f1ed among sociologists as 
supporting the idea that "ingroup eol1dari t1' is related to outgrot.1p 
17 
hostilit1'." However, Goodman's stud1' of Negro and White children showed 
that racial preference was associated with hostil1t1 in onlJ a minority of 
cases. FUrthermore, Williams indicates that the" are rare instances ot 
endogamous and ethnocentric peoples who have susta1ned contacts with little 
18 
conflict and little or no assimilation ot one culture to another. 
Adomo'. explication on ethnooentri811l provides the tollowing 
definition. 
A pervasive and rigid 1ngroup and outgroup distinction involving 
negative imager1' and hostile attitudes regarding non-reference 
groups and positive imagery and submissive attitudes regarding 
reterence groups with a heirarchical authoritarian new of group 
interaction t~ which ingroups are rightly dominant and outgroups 
subordinate. 
Williams introduces the concept ot negative ethnocentrism indicative ot 
a selt-hatred or self-depreciation ot one's own aellbership. This negative 
ethnocentrism is manifested b1' negative sentiments towards one's membership 
Wlually in the oase ot subordinated maori t1' groups who are the obj ects of 
prejudioe and discrimination. 
17Williams, op. cit., p. 23. 
--
18Ibid., p. 24. 
19 T. W. Adorno, Else Frenkel-Bruftswick, Daniel J. Levinson and R. Nevitt 
sanford, The Authoritarian Personalit;y (New Iork, Harper and Bl'os., 1950), 
p.1SO. -
11 
In this study, however, ethnocentrism will be defined in its positive 
sense as presented by Adorno. The concept of prej ud1ce will be used 1n the 
sense that it refers to h1ghly specU'ic negative prejudgments toward Illinority 
groups. 
With these remarks, it is necessary to draw upon the conclusions ot 
stud1es wMch reflect patterns of prej udice and ethnocentrism as they affect 
the teacher in the performance of his role. 
some Related Studies 
------
Some recent research presently being conducted under the ausp1ces or 
the North Central Association reveals that secondary school teachers are 
ill-prepared to handle human relations situations 1n the classroom. Some 
clear-cut negative attitudes of teachers toward minority groups, particularly 
Negroes, have been revealed. This research indicates that the college 
training of these secondary school teachers has not adeqU$tely provided the 
necessary information and skills required in teaching the diversity of 
20 
people round in the public schools. 
The negative attitudes toward minority groups which are revealed. by the 
teachers in the survey indicates the incompleteness of their 1nt'ormation 
about children and adolescent.s of minority fP"oupa. Furthermore, a lack of 
20,ranc18 C. Roseeranc8, Ruman Relations in the Cla88J'OOIIl. A studT of 
Problems and Situations ReporteCi by lt1'(~ Secondyear secondary School 
Teachers (Chicago. North Central AS8oCiation, 1964). pp. 19 .. 20. 
12 
\L.t'1derstanding of the cultural patterns of minority groups is quite evident 
by the descriptions these teachers give in telling how they deal with 
ind1v1<'ilJ;a)s WO are experiencing learning dtff'ieultias. ..\n additional 
dimensi(')o of this study' discloses that teaohers are frequently noncreative 
and unimaginative with respect to teaching methods and that the 1mount and 
quality of pre-service education is insu.ffioiont to meet the needs of teacher 
who will work in metropolitan areas, espeoially where there is a wide range 
21 
of abi11ties and a heterogeneous population. 
C()naistent with this general condition, Reverend Andrew Greele,. et al., 
--
in a study of' the effects of Catholio education, bas "vealed that catholic 
secondary education has been able to transmit a sense of loyalty toc&thol1c 
norms such as papal authority, religious knowledge of doctrinal and ethical 
orthodoxy, and a willlngness to accept the Church as an a.uthoritative teacher 
in controversial areas. However, the same Catholic secondary education has 
seemingly had little impact on the social attitudes of graduates of ita 
22 
secondary schools. since the products of catholic education were no more 
positive than Protestants and catholics educated in public schools in their 
attitudes toward. race, intemationa-l relations and dOl'll8stic-economic problems 
it would appear that the social doctrine and values have not been tra.nsmitted 
21 bOd ~l I·l. ., p ..... 
-
22 Andrew M. Greele1', Peter H. R08Si, Leonard J. Pinto. The Social 
Effects of catholic Education (Chicago: National Opinion Researnn eenter, 
196n) ,P7"'78.' . 
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effectively either by the institutionalized church or by catholic educatj.on. 
However, some additional studies suggest that catholic parochial and 
secondary education has had some success in transmitting favorable social 
attitudes to its graduates. In a study of factors related to the 
internalization of Catholic values, Schindler analyzed the attitudes of a 
group of engaged couples concerning marriage morality, racial pre:jud1ce, war 
morality, censorship and fundamental points of Catholic doctrine and values. 
His findings reveal that engaged couples who had received their education 
predominantly in catholic schools scored significantly more according to the 
expectations of catholic values than did Catholics who had predominantly 
24 
received public school education. 
In a study of Catholic boys of predom.1nantl,y middle class families from 
the Chicago area, Sister M. Ignatius staley's findings indicate a more 
demonstrable absence of racial prejudice among the products of all-parochial 
2 
grade school education in comparison to products of public school education. 
One might bypothesize that perhaps catholic higher education, with its 
23 Ibid., p. 54. 
-
24 Faul Thomas Schindler, IlFactors Related to '!'he Internalization of 
Catholic values (unpublished Master's dissertation,nepartment of SociologYI 
LOyola University, Ch1a:"j~o, 1963), p. llU. 
2$Si8t9r M. Ignatius staley, I.B.V.M. "An Inquiry into The Absence of 
Moral Advertence 1n a sample of cathollc High School Students With Specific 
Focus Upon Racial Prejudice" {unpublished Masterts dissertation, Department 
of sociology, 1,oyo1& University, Chic;::'go, 1961}, p. 14,'. 
detailed formal instruction in philosophy and some instruction in the social 
sciences, should develop teachers who are capable ot communicating to 
catholic students an understanding and enthusiasm tor relating to human 
beings within a Christian tramework. However, Father Greeley's research 
suggests that the transmission of catholic values has not been so much the 
result of the parochial school system, but rather the sebool system is a 
26 
result of the transmission of Catholic values. 
If catholic values have not em.anated trom the sohool system, perhaps 
the effects ot catholic education can best be understood in the context ot 
the acculturation ot A.merican catholics. Discrepancies in socialatt1tudes 
ot American C~tholics a.long ethnic lines or at various age levels may reveal 
that catholic education bas had a dynamic efrect on the acoulturation ot 
27 
immigrant groups. 
Some Suggestions tor Future Research 
- --------
In his analysis ot the communication of Catholic values, otDea points 
out that catholic education bas emphasized a negative statement of morality 
and made spiritualism highly individualistic. From this observation, he 
suggests that catholic education aims to formalize religious practice and 
26 Greeley, OPe cit., p. 77. 
--
27 Ibid., pp. 101-102. 
-
produces little understanding, appreciation, or motivation for Christian 
28 
living. He indicates that as Catholics bave experienced upward social 
mobility, they have assimilated to a materialistic soeiety developing shallow 
ideals. Accordingly, they are not interested in learning and do not under-
stand the possibility of any kind of genuine vocation outside the "sacred" 
29 
sphere. 
There is evidence to suggest that the alleged failure of catholio 
secondary education to transmit positive social attitudes may be attributable 
in part to c.ynicism and/or tensions between the lay faculty and the religious 
facu1ty-administration in the catholic secondary schools. complaints by 
laymen of the lack of appreoiation ot religious administrators for the 
laymen's permanent role in the sdlool system may serve as a handicap to the 
layman in performing his role effectively. An additional handicap to the lay 
teacher may revolve about untavorable working conditions. 'rhe heavy teaching 
load, the limited opportunity for promotion, the limited participation in 
facult.y meetings, the lack of social security, retirement benefits, or 
tenure - - all these may well have a bearing in seemingly reducing the 
layman's enthusiasm for performing his job. 
salary .y be another source of this tension. What appears to be an 
"enormous" salary fram the standpoint of t.he religiOUS administrator appears 
26 
'l'heas o'nea. American Catholic Dilemma (New york. Shead and Ward, 
Inc. 19$8), pp. 6)-64. 
29Ibid• 
-
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to the layman to be in variance with the basic principles of social justice.JO 
Various studies suggest that attitudes toward one's reterence groups 
and membership groupe are not acquired in a social vacuum but depend on 
whether the individual is personall1 absorbed or externally attached to the 
reterence groups. Allport points out that belonging to a church because it 
is sate, powerful and superior is quite different tram belonging to a church 
because its basic creed ot brotberhood expresses the ideals that one 
sincerely believes in. The latter motivation tor Itbelonging" contains tor 
the individual an "interiorized" religions outlook and is associated with 
tolerance in social attitudes} however, belonging tor the sake ot satety, 
power and superiority breeds an ninstitut1onalized" religious outlook with 
)1 
an authoritarian character. Adorno suggests thattbe autboritarian 
structure ot the Church may actually breed individuals who submit to author-
3 
ity and Who become ethnocentric about the Church as a rigid membership group. 
Consequently, the individual's image of the Church as an authoritarian 
structure might readily overshadow or contradict his configuration ot 
attitudes about democracy and brotherhood. 
According to Robin Williams, whenever a rigid acceptance of onets own 
33 
group develops, negative imagery will be attributed to outgroups. It might 
J~. P. Ryan, "The Problem of Religious and Iliy Teachers", catholic 
Educational Review, LV!!! (Apr1-1, 1960) I pp.248-2$$, . 
3~llport, op. cit., p. 422. 
-.................... 
32Adorno et al., op. cit., p. 422 • 
................ ----
33will1ams, op. cit., p. 2$. 
--
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be expected then that immigrant groups 'mich customari.lJ' have bean enveloped 
in "ghettos" and become assimilated to the dominant group only through a 
t;radua1 process, m.ight tend to hold rigidly to language, folkways and 
religious beliefs of their nationality and thus reject other language, 
religious and ethnic groups, arrl social classes. fTance, the more recent 
immigrants to America may exhibit more intense ethnocentric attitudes and a 
correspondingl3' higher degree of prejudice. 
Additional evidenoe to account for anti-Negro prejudice is attributed 
to the impersonal, mechanical culture of our large cities where the lack ot 
interpersonal contacts arouses insecurity and uncertainty in ments minds. 
The st,rength of adveZ'ti8ing in relation to standards of living and. desires 
possibly forces standards whlch call tor contempt ot people 1-1ho are poor and 
"rho do not reach the prescribed level ot material existence within the class 
34 
system. one might predict, then in concurring with Bettelheim's findings, 
that with increasing upward social mobility a more intense prejudioe 
3$ 
develops toward those who rank lo"",er in social class. 
"11t.h these remarks on the theoretical implications of studies relating 
to t.he teacher's role in the adoption of values, the following four 
hypothese s will be tested t 
34Al1port, !!I!.. ~., pp. 206-207. 
3'nruno Bettel..lteirll and Morris Janowitz .. Dynandcs ot Prejudice A 
Psychological a.nd Sociologl.oal Skudl of veterans (Wew Y"Ork,Harper am Bros. 
1950), quoted Iilaoraon W. Altpo .. TM Nature ot Prejudice (Garden City. 
Doubleday and Company, Inc. 19,8).. p-:-2l1. -
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1. Individuals of those national descent or ethnic groupe which have 
most rocently migrated to the united states tllll exhibit. higher anti-Negro 
attitudos than those nationality or ethnic groups which hav,: less recen.tly 
migrated to the Urited states. 
2. Ir.dividuals who have roceived all or II'lOSt of their college tr-.inina 
in a catholic institution will exhibit lower anti-Negro attitudes than those 
who received all or most of their college t,rain1ng in a non-Catholic 
institution • 
.3. Individuals who have experienced measurable up:ard or dO'W'mla....-d 
sooial mobility in the socia.l class structure within the last generation will 
exhibit higher anti-!~egro attitudes than those who have remained stable in 
the social class structure. 
4. lndividuals who exhibit a high degree of identif1oationwith their 
awn reference and membership groups ~~ll relate negat1volf to other groups 
perceived to be in tension ideologically with such reference and membership 
groupe_ 
Sub-bJ'pot.h •••• ' 
4-A. Ind1nduals who exhibit higher et.hnoc.ntr10 at.t.1tudes will 
.xhibit higher ant1-lagro at.t.it.udes. 
hall. Individuals who exhibit higher ethnocentric atM.tudes will 
exhib1t higher anti-6emitic att.it.udes. 
4-c. Individuals who exhib1t lower anti-tfegro attitude. will exhibit 
attitudes expreesin~ sociall,. conventional approyal toward the (catholic) 
Church. 
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The universe of the study includes all male lay teachers currently' 
teaching in the catholic boys' high schools throughout the Chicago.rea. In 
order to identify all those catholic boy~ high schools Wbo have male lay 
teachers on their faculties, the Archdiocese of Chicap,o School Board _s 
consulted to obtain a complete listing of all Catholic schools in the Chicago 
area. A total of twenty-eight catholic boys' high schools bave been identifie 
and included within the study. Eighteen of the schools are located within 
the city of Chicago" while the remaining ten are situated outside of the city 
limits, yet are within the metropolitan area of Chicago. 
Since there were difficulties in gaining the cooperation of all schools 
within the population, the sample included twenty-one participating high 
schools. The following schools which participated. in the study are enumerate 
according to their location in and around the city of Chicago. 
De paul ACadetn7 
oordon Technical High School 
st. Patrickts High school 
Hol,. Cross High School" River Grove 
Loyola Acade1Tl7, Wilmette 
st. oeorge High School, Evanston 
st. Viator High School, Arlington Heights 
Weber High School 
Quigley Preparatory Seminary, worth 
west 
south 
*rist High School 
Brother Rice High School 
De La salle High School 
Leo High School 
Mount carmel High School 
Mendel High school 
Quigley Preparatory Seminary, So. 
st. Laurence High School,stickney 
Holy Trinity High School 
st. Ignatius High School 
st. Mel High School 
st. Phillip'S Basilica High School 
20 
Notre Dame High School for BOys in Niles, Illinois. was purposel;y 
excluded from the study since the lay teachers at this school participated 
in the pilot stud1. Thirty la1 teachers at Notre Dame received a prelim1na1"1 
form of the questionnaire in order to ascertain their opinions and under-
standing of 1t. An introductory letter explained the purpose of the studT 
and requested the lay teachers to complete the questionnaire and return it to 
the writer without. signing their names or otherwise identit1ing themselves. 
The teachers were also requested to discuss the strengths and weaknesses of 
the questionnaire with the writer either orall,y or in writing. A total ot 
twenty-seven \eachers complied by tilling out the ql1Utionnaire. Since the 
majority of these respondents indicated tbat \be questionnaire was too 
lang1ih7 requiring between forty minutes am one hour to complete, it was 
judged advisable to reduce the original ninety attitude items to forty-nye. 
It.. noted to be ambiguous or eliciting more than one attitude were 
eliminated. 
The questionnaire was developed tro. a collection of iteru taken t:rom 
36 37 !h! Authbr1tari8;~ ;rsonalitz, strangers!!!! ~ am "scale ot Attitude. 
Toward the Church" and a study by Sister Anthony Claret, o. s. F., on the 
36Adorno, et al., Ope cit., p. 146. 
-- --
37 L Willi_, OPe cit., p. ~Ol 
--
38L• L. Thurstone and B. J. Cha.,.e, The Measureaent of At\itude 
(Chicago, UniYersity ot Chicago Pres., 19m, pp. l)l:6j. -
39 
values of' religioul woman. 
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The questionnaire itself' consists or air:hty items of which too first 
thirty-five 1tlit,'115 requested :i.nfor"'Jatlon concerning the sooio-economic 
background of the resJ.lOndentJ the remaining torty.rive iterttS are attltude 
statElflUmts of varioue 80cial issues requil'ing tho re5pondent to indicate the 
extent of his agref;1J1Wnt or disagreement .,ith that particular item. 
Among the personal hackground items, Questions were designed to elic1\ 
suob 1nrorn~tion 8.s the respondent.s age, teaching subjeots, national descent 
1ihe nature and sise ot the cO:nmun1tl in which be resides, the extent of his 
education, his major field of study, the rellgiou.s affiliation of the schools 
be has attended, the number of s __ t.o1" houn he has completed in theology I 
philosophy .a.nd the social sciences, his t'atlliliaritl with the papal 
encyclicals am t1nally the occupation, education and income of his parentat 
hO 
and sibliDfta. 
ot the attitude it .. , the f11"st t1tteen 1t.. are stat.ents relating 
to salient, personal, physical and social eharacterist1c& or Negroes. The 
next ten iteflls lu'e stQte~nts or Athoooentris!!l tCllOllDing on soc1al issues 
about oonscientiou.& objectors, l::tlropean refugees, military training and 
•• 1 j i • 
39 Silter Anthol'l1 claret, a.S.F. "At,titudu, Awarenestl, and Involvement 
of Chi.cago t • Tea(".h1ng sisters 1n Current Sooial Issue81 A study of Religion 
as social Control." (unpublished Master" dissertation, 1)epal"tment ot 
Socioloa, Loyola university). 
40 Sister Anthon.y Claret, 0.5.'., loc. cit .. 
foreign leaders of religious sects, social !OOvements and labor unions. 
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The next ten statements are taken from Thurstonats scale of attitudes tOWllrd 
42 
the Church. The final ten statements focus on attitudes toward Jaws. 
For each of the forty-five attitude items, the respondent indicated 
the degree of his agreement or disagreement with the statement. A number of 
none" in the left hand column indicates strong agreement} a. number of "two" 
indicates moderate agreeaent; a number of "three" indicates that the 
respo.ndent 1s undecided on that pa.rtioular item; a number of "four" 
indicates moderate disagreement and a number of "fi\l'e" strong disagreement. 
The procedure for distributing the questionnaires cons:tsted in 
requesting the principals of the cooperating high schools to indicate the 
number of lay members on their teaohing facult,.. The appropriate number of 
questionnaires was mailed to the prino5.pal who was t.hen requested to issue a 
coP7 to each 1&7 member of the teaching faculty. 
The procedure for returning the questionnaires was to request the lay 
faculty to seal the unsigned completed questionnaire in a white en\l'elope 
provided and to return it to the principal. The prtncipal then was 
instructed to mail the sealed questionnaires to the researcher. A selt ... 
addressed large brown envelope with sufficient postage to cover the 
returning mailing costs was enolosed. 
41 These items were taken from Adorno at al., pp. llo-lll. 
--
42 Thurstone, loe. eit. pp. 61-63 
--
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As was indicated in a previous paragraph, twenty-one high school 
principals agreed to participate in the study by receiving oop1esot the 
mailed questionnaire. Six high school principals openly' refused to part1c1-
pate in the stud,.. In most cases, the unwillingness ot the pJ.·1ncipa1 to 
participate ift the study stemmed tram one ot two reasons. 'l'he most frequent 
explanation was that the faculty members and/or the principal were too over-
burdened with work at the present time (*,., 1965) to complete the question-
naires, or that this particular type ot questionnaire would not be relevant 
to the school and 'WOuld be of little interest to the faculty. 
A total of S61 questionnaires were mailed to the principals of the 
twenty-one high s ohools, of which lL,4 persons responded from approximate17 
foUl"teen schools by maiUng back oompleted questionnaires. 
In coding the torty-five attitude 1tems, the respondent received from 
one to t1ve points tor each item. It the respondent expressed a strongq 
favorable attitude toward Negroes, Jews, the Church, or 'those items opposed 
to ethnocentrism, he received tive points on that particular item. If he was 
fIIOderate~ favorable toward the statement, he receiYSd tour points. For a 
strongly unfavorable response, he received minimal credit at one point. A 
moderatelJr tmf'ayorable response toward the iteM resulted in two points. Three 
points were g1 ven tor no response or an wundecided" response to a parti cular 
it.em. 
The total number of po:1.nts tor each category (Negroes,J .... the Church, 
and ethnocentrism) was totalc.d to provide the cumulative acore o.n the attitude 
it.ems. For example, among the fifteen attitude iteme fOCUSing on Negroes, 
the respondent. could receive a ndniJrawa of' titteen POints '01 oonsbtentl;y 
ind1cattn, atl'On,17 unfayorable attitudes aJ'lfi a IIIlx1lmua of seven\,y-flve po1nt 
b7 consiet.entll' indicating strongl¥ tayonblo attit,ud.e.. 01 those attitude 
items relating to Jews, tbe Church 8ftc:i low ethnocentria., there .ere a total 
ot thL'"t.y atatsaents. In each of thue oatspr1.es the re8pondGnt oould 
aoqulre a lI1nilmml of ten points f'or consistently 1nd1cating strongl¥ _-
fa...orable attitudes and a maxima of fifty pointe tor oQllsistent17 indicat!n, 
8trong17 tavorable attitucl... 'I'heoretica1l7) tbe OWIulative acorea could 
range from. a 1118:d1llWll of 225 points (5 points tor each of the 4S it_) to .. 
• 1Id ... of 4, points (1 point for each of tbe hS ! tells). 
Some of the difficulties that eMl"ged 1ft the courlS of the studT 
oonceming the randomness of the sample will place some obY1oWJ llmitationa 
oa tb1a rea_roh. Due to the tact tbat Ol'l1,y about fourot .. a of the achoola 
__ I the population of twentT .... ight retumed. completec1 queat1orma1r .. , 
the" is some doubt. a8 to t1le repre.8atat1veneas or to_ conc_iOM t.o be 
drawn trOll thia st.ud.7- rurthenaore, as expla.1I'1ed, t.bare 15 1Dcoaplet.e 
tntoraaat.ioa concernlac the ·naaea of the high .ohoole whicll actuall7 
participated in t.M st.udT. (Frequctl1 tblt post.....na Oft t.he :ret.umed 
an ... elope saye 11ttle 01" no irdioat.iOl'l of \he aone or post. office froa vhl_ 
t.he queet.ionna11"es _re aa1led. .l s1Rlple cod.1ng .yat._ "'u1aned b7 t.he 
writ.." 'IIOuld baYe ob'riated thi. problea. le.leas to .a" DO conolusiou 
can be drawn in t.ems of the response. from the 8chools in various .eet ions 
of the city 01' nbUl'b •• ) 
Allot.her 1111dtatioa hinps on a faetor ot unlmoa slI111t1eanoe. Sino. 
the high school principals were ulti:w.taly responsible for returning the 
mailed questionnaires, it is possible that some of the sealed envelopes 
containil'lg completed quest,ionnaires may have been mishandled or discarded. 
In a tew instances it was apparent that envelopes had bean opened and re-
sealed with transparent tape. Furthermore, the ciroU;'llstanOesl.4'1d.ar whioh the 
principals distributed the question.na.ires to their tacultiA9: may have had 
SODl8 innuence in the manner in which the lay teacbers responded to the items 
on the questionnaire. Theretore the possibility remains that the responses 
to the questionnaire m.a:y not renect a representative sample of the attitudes 
expressed by the 1., faculty_ 
one llight aleo question whether or not the scoring system servas aa a 
cood measure ot one'S attitude. Despite the pre-test, several respondents 
indicated on the questionnaire that certain attitude items were either vague 
or ambiguous to them_ 
An attempt will be made in Chapter Two to tocus on the socio-econoll1c 
background of the respondenta---nam.e!y, to describe the respondents according 
to their nationality descent, soclal class, the religiOUS affiliation of the 
colleges they have attended, the subjects in which they are teaching and the 
number ot years ot their teaching experience. 
CHAmR II 
SOCIO-ECONOMIC BACKGROUND or THE RPSPONDEN!S 
In this study' ot ·,.he At'titudes ot Ji11 Teachers in cathollc BOYS' 
High Schools in tile Chicago Area Toward Seleat;ed M1nori\y' oroups," it was 
1 
previousq indicated that the universe included $61 indiv1duals in twenty-one 
cooperating high flchools. Of the total number ot questlonnaires distrlbuted, 
l44 were oompleted and returned. Thes. will actualq be used in thls 
investlgation. 
The tirst thirty-five lteJU ot the questlonnaire seek socio-economic 
background intorma'tion ot the participants in order to test &fl1 patterns ot 
relationship between one's reterence groups and attitudes expressed toward 
Negroes, Jews and the Church. By utilizing this socio-economic background 
intoJ."M&tion of the respondents, an attempt ls lI&de to present an 1m.age or the 
t)"Pioal or average teacher who participated in the study_ Hovever, since 
mo.t ot the obtained data are not susceptible to .t&tistical analysis, an 
accurate representation or the average teacher 18 hardl.1 possible. 
When .peaking or the "average" person, we reter not to all7 particular 
person but to a t)"P8 wh1ch is BlOst representatl ve ot the group under 
investigation. Since no attempt i8 made to clas81f'1 any llving person as the 
average, the existence ot an naveragelt person is restricted to a 
26 
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"logical existence" in the realm of mental images. The usefulness of such 
a methodological concept in attitudinal research lies in its assistance to 
the sociologist or statistician in presenting comprehensive, balanced 
piotures of the central tendencies in a collection of facts. 
With recognition of the obvious limitations of the interpretative 
usefulness of the "average" respondent, the socio-economic background of the 
"avera.ge" high school teacher will be brought together in .. composite that 
follows. 
The average teacher in the study has experienced upward social 
mobility in the last generation and bas transcended the educational a.ttain-
ments of both parents and the occupational level ot bis father. Typical~, 
the teacher in the survey is an offspring of a lower or lower middle class 
family. 
Although the majority describe their national descent as Irish, Polish, 
German or Italian, a sizable percentage are representative of numerous 
miscellaneous nationalities. 
Typically, the teacher in the survey received most of his higher 
education in catholic institutions and has had less than five years of 
teaching experience. However, when measuring the median for the number of 
years of teaching experience, the "average" respondent has been teaching for 
5.7 years. 
43 Marciniak, cp. cit., p. 30. 
- -
"''hen eoneidering the teaching subject area of the f'$pondents, no 
adequate f":enera11z.atioM can be made Si!l~ the respondents are l:idely am 
sornewh",t uniformly distribut«i among tho courses of instruction included 
in the typical Catholic high school ourriculum. 
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Among a selected group cf' papal encyclicals, the respondents were asked 
to indicate which ones they had read from start to finish. A broad and 
sOl"lewnat unifom cross-section of respondents 1s revealed among those wbo 
have read none to thO" who have read q -DT .s five of the encyclicals in 
theil" entirety_ 
For a cl08er look at the socio .... conomc background 1nf'ol'r'lat1on of the 
respondents, the writer haa isolated six factors which describe &nd1dent1ty 
the reterence groups of the respondents. The six factore are as to llowfu 
natienalit,. 01" ethnic group, social elaae, religious affiliation of the 
college attended, number of ,.ears of tea.ching e.xperience, subject area they 
are toach1ng, number of a selected group ot papal encyclicals which the 
respondents indicate they have read. 
In recording the nationality or ethnic group ot the reltpondems, onlT 
the Irish, f\)lish. r~, Italian and ll"isb-C-arman were identified in 
categories. An additional miscellaneous (nother") category ineludes several 
other nationalities to vh~ db there WAS an insuffioient number of respondente. 
An al'bitral'1 method vas used to identify one'. nationality_ Each 
participant was asked "HOW would TOu deeorib. your familyta descent?" It the 
respondent indicated a. Single ethnic group, he was clasaltied within that 
group_ It be chose to describe t.ls national descant by listing two ethnic 
29 
groups, the ethnic origins of the pLrents and/cn.' grandparents were used to 
more clearly Wentify the rupondem.ts national descent. However, 1£, as 1n 
a few cases. the parents and the grandparents indicated that the United. 
states was the country of their birth, very little indication ot the 
l'e6J.l(mdent.s national descent was then available. In this C&S8, then, the 
ethnic grcup 11sted first vas recorded as the respondent's natieonal dtl'~cent. 
An E>xception to this arhitrary rule occurred arnong: these respondonts 
id.ntli)ting their national descent lUi German-Irish. Sinco there WIIJ It 
sufficient ftU."Qoor ot t'Oeman Irish" or tTlrish-C.erman" responses, &. 8epar~tG 
category was established. 
Sometimes t,ne respondent described his national descent by listing 
three or more ethnic groupe. ~:henever this aituation occurred, no attempt 
was made to classify tdth1n a speoific nationality E~UP; all of these 
respondents were placed in the miscellaneous "ot.herl1 category. The 
distribution of nat.ional descents is recorded in Table 1. 
A.mong the 144 respondents 1n tnt) study', the vast majoritY' had 
experienced measurable upward social 11100111 V- When Yiewing t.he social clap 
position of the teachers, it .. apparent that in general they bad received 
ItOr6 ramal education than tllm parents and. bad transcended the occupational 
level of their fatheN. 
For t.his study the measure of soclal class haa been determined bY' 
USing the Hollingshead two factor index of soaial class bued on education 
and occupation of father. By' ranking and veilhing educational attainments 
and the oocuJ,.1&t1onal l.vels of the rMpondent8' fathers on a seven point 
scale, a measure of social class 1s obtained. 
,,0 
TABlE 1 
mS'l'I[fBtl'l'ION OJ! N'IS. BI 
Nil, TIONAL mscm 
---------------------------,-
Accordinr,to the Hollingshead index of social class, tJ1e vast _jol"itT 
of the l"eepondeftts t children (aa children or bl,~ achool teach ..... - 18aer 
profeeslonals occupationall3 and at J.eaet college graduate. in t0l"U of 
educational attainments) would nov rank in Social Class II according to the 
Hollingshead .enure. Table 2 below attut. tbe upward social mobility 
experienced by the :respondents in the st.UCV b7 illUllt,rattng t.heir .001&1 
cla •• ranld.. based on ' .. th.... occupatio. and eduoatloa. 
In lnqu,1r1ng about college attended, the respondents _n identit1ed 
a. attending catholic colleges or non-catholic colleges. Since I'IUilDy' of thla 
respondents reported that tbeY' had att.med more than one college tbe7 were 
identified as attending non-catholic 1nstitutiOlU!l on17 when the larger part 
of their college or post graduate training vas recei Yed in non-catholic 
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inst.itutions. Table 3 inJ1ca.tes that more than tr.ree fourths or the 
respondents in t.he study received a.ll or moot of their higher nduOiltion in 
catholic institutions. 
.",.". 'I ___ r 
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,,!'ben asked "Row many- lears bave 70u been teaching?" more tblln balt of 
the respondents in the 8Ul"Ye, indicat.ed that. t.hey bad been teaching lee8 than 
tift yean.. In Tabla 4 the respondents are classified according to the 
nWlber or years of their t.eadling experience. 
DlS':l'RJ OO'fl('lN Of RfS roNm:wrs J BY YF:A RS OF 
fJl'AC~!lNO n~Pl~CE 
Number peroentage 
82 %.9 
33 22.9 
16 11.1 
lJ 9.0 
In classifying the respondents in the stud1 according to teaching 
subjectt, tour _jor subject. areas haft been identified. Social studj.es 
(including teachers of hlatoJ7, soc1olor,:y, econOl1lies, civics and national 
pJ'obleJu) J FngUsb; Mathe_tic. and l~atUl"&l Science (including teaohers of 
p~lC$, biology, chemiatJ7, general science and all other specific areas 
within the field of mathe.tics) J Business and Vocational (including teaoh-
ers of acccnmting, bookkeeping, general business, business law, drafting, 
mechAnical drawin@"" typing and sbop eoursnh otber (wbich include. 
specifically teachers of classical and modem languages, religion and 
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ph7sical education). 
The particular subject area of each respondent was identified either 
by the subjects he indicated that he was presentl,y teaching or by the area 
of concentration in which he had the most courses and training. In each of 
the aforeuntioned subject areas,there i>tere at least fifteen responses. HOW'" 
eYer, an additional "Other" category was included to identify a small assort-
ment of teachers of religion, physical education, classical and modern 
languages. In each of these subject areas, there were fewer than fifteen 
res pendents. 
In Table S, the respondents are categorized according to teaching 
subject. 
TABLE S 
DISTRIBlJTION OF RPB FONDENTS, BY 
SUBJECT TAUGHT 
Subject Number 
social studies 36 
English 26 
Mathematics and f~atural science 3S 
Business and Vocational 1S 
other 30 
Unidentified 2 
Percentage 
2S.0 
18.1 
24.3 
10.4 
20.8 
01.4 
The respondents were uked to "Check the eno,ycllcala ,you bave :read 
fram start to finish, if' any: "i.;,uadragesi.mo Anno, Rerum NoVlU"wn, Hystici 
Corporis, t1atgr et Magistra, Pacem in Terris." Table 6 gives the distrl-
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bution of Hspondems according 1.0 the number ot selected Papal Encyclicals 
they have read trom s\art to finish. 
TABIE 6 
DISTRIBUTION AflD PERCHllTAGE OF .RESlUNDE'mS ACCORDING 
TO THE !l'tYMB'f';R OF 51?I,'f:Cnn FA .All' 'Pl'l'CYCLlOAts 'T'HET 
HAVE M::AD FRc)! START TO FINISH 
. , , 
• 
NU11tber of Selected papal 
lDOycUcals Read Number l-eraenkp 
• 
, 
h6 31.9 
38 26.4 
60 41.7 
. 
In CrJlpttu" Threa, an attempt will be made to pl'esent the attitudes 
of the respondents 1n the study to the f'1nt tifteen attitude statements em 
the questlonnaire-ap-ee1tloall3', those it •• which focus on 1~eg~8. 
CRA P1'ER III 
r. 'l'TlTUDJ!S Tev/A RD NFAlROlS 
])l this chapter, the respons88 to the first fifteen attitude items on 
the questionnaire will be anal1'zed in order to present the pat terns of 
reaponse expressed toward Negroes by the participants. The data 11111 be 
presented from three poiDts of 'flew. (1) to detVlll1ne the extent to Which 
t.he attit.udes toward Negroes of individuals possessing certa1n socio .... conom1c 
characteristics deviates from the at.titude. expre8Sed toward Negroes by the 
tlaverage" respondent. in the studT. (2) to determine arrr response pattern 
from the distribution if the responses toward Negroes in the tirst fifteen 
attitude items on the questionnaire. (3) to dete:mdne the significance of 
cross-comparisons and correlations between onets attitudes expressed toward 
Negroes and otber groups selected in the stud7--toward Jen, tbe Church and 
ethnocentrism. 
BT comparing the mean attitude or the responses exprused by the 
"average" person in the study toward Negroes, an attempt is made to deteNine 
how significantlr groups within a particular socio-economic categor" differ 
from other 8Ocio-economic groups or trom the mean attItude scores expressed 
toward Negroes '" 
,able 7 presents the mean attItude scores on the fifteen attitude items 
relating to Negroes according to the nationality descent of the respondent •• 
3$ 
TABlE 7 
MFAN ATTITtJDF: scom 'l'CMAJID NEOROFS ACC('RDD!O 'to THE 
NA TIONALIn D1'!)CENT OF THE RFSroNDENTS 
36 
National1ty Descent Mean Attitude Scores Toward Negroel 
Irish S6.1 
Polish $0.0 
oerman ,6.0 
Italian SS.3 
German-Irish SS.4 
other S7.9 
cWIlulati"l Hean (all respondents) 54.6 
Although each or the means 1n Table 7 indicate that the respondents 
t.aken as nationality descent. categories are favorable rather than unfavorable 
in t.heir attitudes expressed toward Negroes, it is nevertheless necessary to 
det.emine the significance at the d1tterences among the means in Table 7. 
By calculat.ing the standard denat10n at each ot the lleans and by use ot 
standard (Z) score., 110 1s possible to detemine whether or not the means 
in Table 7 represent a chance deviation trom thl population at the study or 
are Significant difterences at the .05 level at certainty. 
In obtaining a standard (Z) score between 1.96 and 2.s8, the ditterenee 
between two separate means is signif1cant. at the .0S le"e1 ot certainty) a 
st8ft4ard. SCO" larger tban 2.$8 1nd1c&t.u thf.t the d1t1'uc. be\wee the 
two -.ana 18 a:l.p:1tlcant at the .Ollev.l of CGnaI.r1t7 • 
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. It 18 llo1,8WOJ'th7 that the POlleh M&D of 50.0 d1rt .. a1gnit1cantq 
at least at \he .OS l.eTel of cC'k1n1;7 .ere. tM GWIl\Ilat1vB __ , the Ir1ah 
aeara, the oenan ... am -other" __ • The standard .corea are 2.62, 2.S~, 
2.07 and 3.4) r_pect.lve1,y. No ot.,hor significant dlrrerc.oes, t.hat la. 
atand.al'd (Z) eoone above 1.9$ an ob\&1aed 111 Cl*08a-ootlpar18on _one the 
..... aocord1ng to nationality desaeat. 
sa. \bos. of PoUsh dascan"t are ailttif1can\lT 1 •• favorable in 
tbeir attltwill toward items relating to J.p'088 than either tboa. ot 1mh 
or German de.aeni, th1a tinding lende 8UJ.lpcrt to h,Jpot.hess.. Dumber 4 whlch 
1. Itateel aa follows. 
111d.1"14\1&18 ot tho •• naii.on&l 4.oct or ethnio pwpe Vb!. law 
11&081, ncent.l;r II1grated to the Unit.c stat. .. w1ll uh1b1i h1iher 
.t.1 .... 1l"O attl\Ua. than tboa •• 'ional1t7 or etbn1c poupa 810b 
have len rectllt17 mipoated to the UIlltecl st.at,ee. 
It 18 Ilotewnhy, bowevw, that thclee ot Ital1&a Maoeat_ bfd.n. 
1dent:lft.ed •• "OInt IId.paftt. \II ,. Unltec1ltaMa, do aot ablblt attlftdee 
alp1t1eanly d1rr4tNll\ tro. tM ne~. ot "'be national ca. ... 
P'fRlpe •• reo.,.., 'hOft or It.al1an __ t retl.eot an attltudenal. patten 
.n oleae11' al11ed w1tll \b .... pone_ ot 'bo •• 01 ~ and 1mh d_oen •• 
In fabla 8 the __ .":lWel. Wnftl -a:roea .f ,. N8JilGftdeD\a an 
pnaet.ed .ocol'Cl1ftl to the nU,lowa atlll1atioa .f the eon.,. t., 
.t~ 
TABLE 8 
MEAN ATTITUDE SCORFS TOWAIm NEGROES ACCORDINO TO THE RELIGIOUS 
AWILIATION OF THE COLLEGE ATTUJDED BY THE RESPONDMS 
Religious Affiliation ot 
College Attended 
Catholic College 
Non-catholic College 
cumulative Mean (all respondents) 
Mean Attitude Scores 
Toward legroes 
In testing the d.itference between the means in Table t3., it would 
appear t.hat the deviat1cns are slI1&ll enouglt to be attributed to chance. 
S inee a standard 8core 1& not obtainable at the .0, ].eyel of certainty I 
there are no significant differences among the _ans in Table B. 
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These findings, then, do not lend adequate support to the b1POthesis 
that individuals who hay. received all or Blost of their college training in 
a catho11c institution will exhibit. lower anti-..gro attitudes than those 
who bave received all or most of their college training 1n a non-Catholic 
institution. 
According to the data presented in Table 9, there appears to be no 
significant discernible patterns of relationship between the social clasa 
of the respondems and the attitudes they express toward Negroes. 
TABLE 9 
M1'AN ATTITUDE SCOR1:"S TOWi~RD NJiX1ROl:S ACC(iRDING TO 
THE SOCIAL CLltSS OF Tm~Rl:~Sf'mm~lI'l'S 
Social Class 
I, II 
In 
IV 
V 
Unidentified. 
CumulAti VEl Mean (all respond.ents) 
Mean Attitude Scores 
Toward Negroes 
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The data in Table 9 sugr;ests that the higher the social class rank of 
the respondents, the more favorable the attitude toward items relating to 
~jegroes J however, the differences between the means are so slight that no 
significant differences between the means are obtainable by the use of 
sta.ndard III cores. 
Hypothesis number 2 indicates that those who have remained stable in 
the sooial class structure will possess lower anti-NeiJi!'o attitudes than those 
who have experienced upward or downward social mcib111ty within the last 
generation. As was previously stated and illustrated in Table 2, the vast 
majori ty of the respondents had eXferienced upward social mobility moving 
chiefly from social classes IV and V to social class II. The findings, 
however, do lend some surport to this hypothesis £,rom the fact. thnt those 
who have remained stable in the social class structure (classes land II) 
exhibit lower anti-Negro attitudes than do the respondents in 500ial 
classes Ill, IV and V. The mean attitude differences expressed toward 
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Negroes according to the social class of the respondents is so slight however 
that a chance deviation must be conoludedand thus lends little or no 
validity to t.he acoeptance ot hypothesis numbGl' 2. 
Table IOindicates the mean attitude scores of the respondents toward 
'TOes according to the subject matter they teach. 
TABLE 10 
}1FAN ATTI'T1IDE SCaRFS TCMARD NroROR~ ACCORDING TO TIm 
TEACHING SUBJF£1' OF TfIE RFS rormEl1fS 
Teaching Subject 
Social Studi.es 
1-'fS.thematics a.nd Natural sciences 
Business a.nd Vocational 
other 
Cumulative Mean (all respondents) 
Mean Attitude Scores 
'ff)'Ward l:eeroes 
52.8 
54.8 
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Although the Social Studies and English teachers appear to b9 the most 
favorable toward Negroes, their mean attitude soores reflect only a chance 
deviation from. the remainder of the respondents in the studye 
In 'fable 11 the respondents are categorized according to the number of 
years of teaching exparience. 
TABLE 11 
M!A.N ATTITUDE SCORES T(MARD NEGROES ACCOImING TO 
tHE NUMBER OF YEARS OF 'rEACHING EXPERIENCE 
UUllu,er of Years of 
Teaching Experience 
15 or more 
or THE RES PONDE'l'!S 
C'ilJllulative Mean (all respondents) 
Mean A tt,. tude Scores 
Toward Negroes 
A fev discernible patterns of relationship emerge from tbe data 
presented in Table 11. The lar,est difference in mean at.titude scores toward 
Negroes appears between those who have been teaching bet.ween five and nine 
years and those who have been teaching fifteen Teare or .longer. A standard 
(Z) score of 2.8) is obt.ained lndica:t.ing a. significant difference between 
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these two means at the .01 leval of certainty. 
In a previously stated reference to a study conducted by the North 
Central Assoclation, one finding indicated that second-year teachers were 
generally ill...equipped to handle human relations sit~.1ations in the classroom. 
Perhaps the re)P.tivel,y favorable atM.tude expressed to\.J'ard items relating to 
Negroes by those teachers with five to rd.ne years of teaching ex,toeriance is 
indicative of the favorable influence that teaching ex~~rienL~ may have with 
respect to one's attitudes and skills in handling human relat11.)ns situations 
in the classrooms. However, those respondents who have been teaching tifteen 
years or longer are significant1,y less favorable in expresslllg their 
attitudes toward iterJls relating to Negroes than the respondents in the five 
to nine-rear category. Perhaps a1'ter one has "Deem tee.ching for fifteen yea-rsJ 
the crucial variable is the agp factor rather than teaching expcr:i.ence. 
The respondents who have been teaohing between five and years are 
significantly more favorable ill their m.ean attitude tOliJard Neeroes than the 
entire population taken collectively. II. standard score of 2.00 is obtained 
indicating a significant difference between these two means at the .. 05 level 
of certainty. Conversely, those who have been teaching fifteen years or 
longer are les5 favorable in th'3ir mes,n attitude toward Negroes than the 
entire group of respt'ndents. However, a standard seere of 1.82 is obtained 
indicating a difference at only the .. 10 level of certainty. Therefore, the 
difference between these two means is interpreted as a chance deviation 
rather than a signifioant differenoe. 
In Table 12, the data indicates that there is little or no relationship 
between the number of encyclicals read from start to finish and the mean 
attitude expr~8sed toward items relating to Neeroes. 
'fABLE 12 
MFA~f A'M.'ITHDE SCORES 'reWARD NF,QROm ACCORDING TO 
THE !'ll~:?rn (IF Bl.PAL mCYCLICAlS RFAD FnOH 
START TO FnnSn: BY T~ mmmEN'1'S 
Number of Encyclicals Read 
Three, Four or Five 
one or TWo 
Cumulative Mean (all respondents) 
Mean Attitude Scores 
Toward Negroes 
55.4 
54.7 
54.5 
54.a 
After analyzing attitudes toward iegroes from the point of' view of 
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certain socio-econor.dc characteristics of the respondents, it will now be 
necessary to analyze these attitudes towards Negroes trOlll a second point 0.£ 
view. Table 13 will present a distribution of the re8;~nses by the entire 
population to the first fifteen attitude items on the questionnaire or those 
items which focus specifically on Negroes. An attempt will be made to 
determine the patterns of response to these first :fifteen attitude items .. 
•• 'II 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
,. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
TABLE 13 
pt'·RCEl\l'J'AGE OF RfSPONSJIS TO ATTITUDE 1'1'»'15 
RElA TING TO NEORO~ 
Pet. in Pet. 
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Pet. in 
Agreement Undecided Disagreement 
It is wrong for Negroes and whites to 
intermarry. 43.7 14.6 41.6 
Negroes seem to have an aversion to plain 
bard work; they tend. to be a parasitic ele-
ment in society by finding easy, nonpro-
ductiYe jobs. 30.) 11.1 S6.3 
Negroes should be flore concerned with 
their personal appearance. and not be 80 
dirty and smelly and unkempt. 36.8 11.1 52.1 
There is little hope ot correcting the 
racial detects ot the Negroes since these 
defects are simply in their blood. 1.4 4.9 93.1 
It would be to the best interests ot all 
it the Negroes would torm their own 
nation and keep more to themselves. 6.2 5.6 88.1 
On the whole, the Negores haYe probably 
contributed less to American lite than 
any other group. 20.1 15.3 64.5 
It would be a mistake to haYe Negroes 
lor toremen and leaders over whites. 1.6 6.2 e6.1 
Negroes may have a part to play in white 
civilization, but it is best to keep 
them in their own districts and schools 
and to prevent too much intermixing with 
whites. 16.7 1.6 7,.7 
The people who raise all the talk aLout 
putting Negroes on the same level as whites 
and giving them the same privileges ;;,re 
mostly radical agitators trying to stir up 
conniets. 20.9 11.1 68.0 
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TABLE 13-continued 
Pct. in Pet. :Pct. in 
A.greement Undecided Disagreement 
10. Middle class colored people should be 
allowed to buy or rent homes in middle 
66.7 15.) 18.0 class white neighborhoods. 
11. colored people are by nature prone to 
crime, 1llegit1.lI't8.cy J poverty and ignor-
2.8 86.1 anee. 11.1 
12. Most colored persons are treated fairly 
in the United states most of the time. ,36.8 ll.l 52.1 
13. Colored people have a body odor because 
o! the pigment of their skin. 11.6 27.6 60.4 
14. It a colored family bU18 a home in an all-
white neighborhood, the property values ot 
all other residences drop inevitably. $2.1 11.1 36.8 
15. The most prevalent and fundamental cause 
of blighted neighborhoods is negligence 
and destruction on the part of the 
inhabitants. 76.4 6.2 15.) 
In analyzing the responses to the attitude items focusing on .. gross, 
it is readily apparent that the nature of the attitude items themselves had 
a bearing on the pattern of response. 'I'he extent to which a particular item 
elicits controversy is in 1tself an iOO10&t ion of the pattern ot response to 
that particular statement. 
Attitude items numbers four, eleven and thirteen are statements whioh 
might be considered non-controversial since they attribute sooial evils an4 
eborteomings among Negroes to hereditary defects. Henee these statem.ents 
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reoeived a. low percentage of responses of agreeJl'umt. While only ll.l~ agree 
that "Colored people are by nature prone to crim.e, illegitimacy, poYertyand 
ignorance," an even smaller percen:t&ge of l.h;r; believe "'rhere is little hope 
of corrsct;lng the racial detects of the Negroes, since thase defeets &l'e 
s1mp17 in their blood." 
It is noteworthy that while only 11.8% believe "Colored people Myt- a 
body odor becat~se of the pi pent ot their skin," a suable peroentage of the 
respondents (27. e,;) are undecided on this particular It... Perhaps this 
statement is indicative of the respoooents' lack ot information ooncem1n.g the 
relationship 'between ElDviro1llllental taot·on 80M bo<l¥ odor. 
Judging from the responses, there are at least tour .tat,eaen" on the 
questionnaire relating to Negroes that elioited conVOY"', to the extent,; that 
at least thirty percent. ap'" witb the stat.ent and. 110 more than 81xt.y per-
cent disagree with the statement. The first statem.ent "It is wong tor 
Negroes and whites to in1iermarr1fi indicates u almost equal distribution of 
those in agree.ent and those in disagrMJaent. FlU'thel"ilOJ'e, the respcftdenta 
se_ 1>0 ha:ve conflicting views about i tsme number two and three concerning 
the legroes 'aversion to plain hard. work," their lack of concem with their 
personal appearance in being "so dirty and smelly and unkem.pt. 1I Finally in 
item twelve, the respondents differ as to whether "Most colored persons are 
\reated rair~ in the United states most of the time ••• 
It is interesting to note that while a majority of the respondents 
disageG \hat Negroes should form theiro\>Jl1 nation or be kept in their 0181 
districts and schools so as to prevent too mucll intemixing with wbites, the,. 
a.ppear to have a complex and re.8rvec:l att'.tw:te about Nsiciential lnteptioa. 
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Among the 144 respondents more t~ll half (52.1%) subscribe to the follold,1'1g 
statement: ttlf a colored family bu.VB a hol'!1$ in an all ... vbi te neighborhood, the 
property values of all other residences drop inevitably .. " 
A majority of the respondents 'tiew the arrival of Negro home-owners into 
a white neighborhood as a diraet cause or declining property values. APparent. 
ly they perceive the Negro as incapable and/or unconcerned about maintaining 
t~he condition of the neighborhood, since 78 .. k% agree that ItThe most prevalent. 
and fundamental cause of blighted nelghborh()ods 1s neglige-noe and destruction 
on the pQrt of the inh&bitants .. ft However; since two-thirds (66."(%) of the 
respondents indicate that uMiddle class oolored people should be allo1f8d to 
buy or rEmt. homes in ~liddle cl~ss white neighborhoods," it might be hypothe-
siz.ed tha.t perhar's the lower class Negro is l}erceived as ttcausing blighted 
neighborhoods." The answers suggest that the respondents either (A) diseru11-
nate clearly between the destruct! va tendencies of the 10l.rer-class Negro and. 
the middle-ela::::s Negro or (B) they are highlya:w&re of' the injustice or pro ... 
bibi ting qu&111'1 ad Negroes from: inhabiting middle class wh! ttl neighborhoods, 
and therefore will accept the apparent reality of property values declining 
It j.nevi tably .. II 
After analyzing the pattern of resr:;onses to the first fifteen attitude 
item.s on the questionnaire, an attEllupt is made to compare the responses ot 
thoee participants in the study who e.li:hib1teither high anti-Negro or 10"4 anti. 
Negro attitudes with the attitudes the7 express toward Jews, the Churoh and 
ethnocentrism. The identification of respondents as Qxbibiti.ng high ant1-
f~ogro and lowant:t-Negro attitudes is determined by thoSQ who rank in the 
highest and lowest qua.rtile with respect to t.heir resJ.;onses toward tbe 
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attitude items relating to wegroes. 
The low anti-Negro quartile contains the thirty-six respondents (am.eng 
a total ot 144 respondents) who exhibited responses on the questionnaire most 
tavorable to items relating to Nag.roes~ The scores within this low anti.Negro 
quartile range trom sixty-three to seventy-five points. 
The higb anti-Negro quartile oontains the thirty-ai.x respondents whnse 
responses wen most unfa.vorable to the items relating to Negroes. The scores 
within this quartile range between twenty-nine and forty-seven points. 
By gploying tbe Pearson r correlation, an attempt is made to determine 
whether those who exhibit attitudes fa.vora.ble to Negroes will similarly ex-
bibit attitudes favorable toward JifIWS, the Church and ethnocentrism. cen-
versely it is expected that those who exhib:tt high ant1",Wegro attitudes would 
sindlarl1 express attitudes unfavorable tovard Jews .. the Church and ethno-
centrism. 
'I'able 14 provides the .Pearson r correlat.ions of the high and law anti-
Negro quartiles with attitudes expressed toward Jews, tt~ Church and ethno. 
centrism. 
The interpretation of the Pearson r'~ in Table 14 indicates neither a 
significant positive cot-relation nor a signii'lcant negative correlation betwee~ 
high anti-Negro responses and responses toward iteMS relating to Jew~, the 
Churcb and et.hnocentrlsIll. Therefore, it can be &ssUBleci that no signifieant 
meas\U"e of relationship exists between the attitudes of respondents who are 
highly unfavorable toward it.ems relating to Negroes and the attitucles they 
express toward. items relating to Jews, the Church and ethnocentrism. 
Rowever, Hnen considering the quartile containing low anti-tJegro 
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respondents or those who are moet tavorable to items relating t.o Negroes, a 
significant measure of relationship fa obtained. A slenlricant negative 
correlation exists at t.he .01 level of' eert&inty between the responses of the 
low antl-Negro quartile and the attitudes expressed toward the Churoh. In 
brief', these who exprased attitudes highly tavorable to Negro_ exPressed 
attitudes of socially' conventional disapproval \c;,wlird the Church Hjth a 
measure ot relationship Significant at the .01 level of certaintl_ 
.P:EARSOI i CORRElATIOI Or' THE m:Ga AND lOW ANnwJiBOlO 
QUAR'rILPS WITH A nI'1'UDES EXPRFSSED TOWARD 
J_, 'Nfl OHU(i;H AND ETHftCCEtrrUSH 
Low Afttt"'Negro 
Scores (63 .... 1$) 
Low Anti-Semitic High 111\1-6_1t1c 
H1pAl'lt1-Chvch 
Hi.gb. ~hllOOtmtrlc 
-.11 
.19 
Furthermore, a significant pc~dtive correlation is cibtaille~d at the .0$ 
level of certainty between the respoMeI of the low anti-Negro quartile and 
their responses toward itells relating to J~1>1S and athl1ocentri8m. Therefore, 
it appears that those respondents who are highly favorable toward Negroes tend. 
also to be highly favorable toward it<arQS relating to Jews and ethnocentrism. 
In SUE\!llary, the findings concs!'ning the attitudes of therespondenta 
toward Negroes tend to parallel the find1.ngs ot Greeley in his analysis of 
hb. 
the Social Errecte of Catholic Education. 
--,- -, 
Con~r1ng with Greeley's findings that C-~tho11C5 educated in catholic 
schoQls Are 1lQ more positive than Protestants and C~.tholies educated in 
public achools 1n their attitudes toward race, the tindin~ in this study 
suer::est that seoondary school teachers having reoeived their college traininC 
in catholio institutions are no more favo~ablG t~iard Nef,rons than those who 
have attended non-catholic colle gee,. 
If catholio llill:ner education has bad little impact on the rac1al 
attitudes of its graduates, then one might satelJ prec.iiat, 1n acoerd&nce with 
Greeley's tindings, tbat the product.s of' Catholio highe~ education will not 
ef',f'eotively transllit to tho f'uture graduates ot catholic secondary eduoatiaa 
raoial attitudes Which are in acoord with the social doctrine of' the Church. 
As Merton has pointed out in his ref'erenoe group theorYI individuals a 
not necessarily internalize and maintain a set of vala.es established by the 
groups to which they belong but probabl,.. a.cquire behavior patte1'rtS whichare 
AtS 
signlfieantlT shaped by those groups to whicb the individual is DOt a part. 
The findings in t.h1a sttldy do not lend themsolves to an aceurate interpreta-
tion of any single reference group or mem.berebip group significant for the 
respondents. Rather as has been concluded by 'Newcomb in his study or value .. 
assimilation by eolleGe etudent~, onete ber~v1or is significantly shaped br 
h6 
.... , 
':' ... 
G!'()UPS to whioh he does not belong. One m:tght predict in accordance with 
1'1erton's reference group theory that identification ir.lth publio figures or 
of reference for the l"'.:Hspondents in this study then any of the socio-ec(mOl!l1o 
characteristics or reference groups iscl,r{t,ed as independent n.riablea for 
analyuis in this study. 
In concludin~ the analysis of the data concerning' attitudas toward 
Negt'04u':I, Chapter Four will investigate the patterns of rezponae expressed 
,toward ethnocentrism by the resfJOndents in the study. 
CHAPl'ER IV 
ATTITUDES TOWARD ETHNOCENTRISM 
In this chapter, the responses to attitude items n~~ber sixteen to 
twenty-fivs will be analyzed in order to present the patterns of response 
expressed toward ethnocentrism by the participants. As in the previous 
chapter, the data will be presented from three points of view: (l) to 
determine the extent to which the attitudes toward ethnocentrism of 
individuals possessing certain socio-economic characteristics deviates from 
the attitudes expressed toward ethnocentrism by the "average" respondent in 
the study; (2) to determine any response patterns trom. the distribution ot 
responses toward ethnocentrism on attitude items number sixteen to twenty. 
five on the questionnaire; (3) to determine the significance of cross-com-
parisons and correlations between onets attitudes expressed toward ethno-
centrism and other groups selected in the study--toward Negroes, Jewl and 
the Church. 
Table 15 presents the mean scores toward items relating to 
ethnocent.rism according to the nationality descent of the respondents. 
Since all of the above means are larger than thirty, this is an indi-
cation that all the nationality descent groups obtained means that indicate 
relatively low ethnocentrism rather than high ethnocentrism. However, when 
comparing the above means by use of standard scores J sOllle significant 
differences are obtained. 
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TABLE IS 
MEAlI! ATTITUDE SCORFS TC,"JARD ITD5 RELATnm TO 
V'TmWCEN'!'RIS1.f ACCORDING TO Tiff' NATIO}fAI,ITY 
DES OFN'!' 0 l" Thi" RES FONDi'MS 
Nationality Descent Mean Attitude Scores Toward Ethnocentrism 
Irish 
Polish 
oerman 
Italian 
Ger!ll&n-Irish 
other 
Cumulatiye Mean (all respondents) 
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The largest differences between means exists between the Polish and 
the nothern nationality descent groups and the Polish and Irish; standard 
scores of 2.41 and 2.38 are obtained respectively indicating significant 
differences in the mean attitude seoree toward 1tems relating to ethno. 
centrism at the .01 leyel of certaintT. 
Although there are no other standard scores above 1.9$ indicating a 
significant difference at leas' at the .0S level of certainty, a standard 
score of 1.6h is obtained in testing the difference between tbe Polish and 
German mean attitude scores toward items relating to ethnocentrism. This 
standard score, however, indicates a difference only at the .10 level ot 
certainty. smaller standard scores are obtained in testing ~le difference 
between mean attitude scores of the Polish and all respondents (1.47); all 
respondents and nOt.her" nationality' descent groupe (1.23); Italians and 
"other" nationality descent groups (l.22). 
The mean attitude scores toward ethnocentrism according to the 
nationality descent of the respondents adhere very closely to the pattem 
of responses expressed toward Negroes.. Just as the polish mean attitude 
score toward Negroes was Significantly less favorable than the Irish, German, 
"Other" nationality descent groups and the cumulative mean (including all 
respondents), the Polish mean attitude score toward ethnocentrism exhibits 
the similar pattern ot being considerably, if not significantly, more 
ethnocentric than these other nationality descent groups. 
In Table 16, the mean attitude scores toward items relat:i.ng to 
ettUlocentrism are presented according to the religiOUS affiliation of the 
college attended by the respondents. 
The difference between the means in T~ble 16 indicates that the 
deviations are small enough to be attributed to chance. Since a standard 
Bcore is not obtainable at the .05 level of certainty, there are no 
significant differences between the means in Tible 16. 
Moreover, the findings in Table 16 closely approximate the 
attitudinal pattern expressed toward Negroes according to the religious 
affiliation of the college attended by the respondents; those respondents 
who have attended Catholic colleges exhibit attitudes which are less anti-
ss 
Nap,ro and less ethnocentric than those re6pondents wbo attended non-catholic 
collages. However, 1n each case the difference between tbe meansu so 
small that it. can be attribtlted only to chance. 
MF}.~4 AT'TITmJE scmus 'fOr.JARD ItEMS RElAtING TO l&Tllf'WCF:WrRI5'M 
'KIJ .U'4U TO TI'l'F: R'F:tIG! (IUS A rf'l1.lA'tION TIfi; 
COU..!OE t. 'M'E!'mED BY 11m fONDENTS 
~ I 
Ralig10Ql Affiliation of 
College Attended 
catholic College 
Iton-Catholic College 
Cumulative t{ean (all respondents) 
I. I 
Mean 1 t t1 tude Scor_ 
Toward 'Etbnocentr1n 
34.7 
• 
According t.o the data. presented 11'1 Table 1'(, there appeal'll to be DO 
discem1ble pattem of relat10DSb1p bet __ the soclal claD of the 
respondent. and tbe _an attitude acor .. expressed toward 1tems relating to 
The data in T,able 17 01088ly pqoallela the data preaent.1r1g attitude. 
toward Negroes according to the 8oa1al clA.s of the reapondenu. In bo\h 
poupa of data the difference bet.ween means is 80 aligbt that. the 8001&1 
class of tha Nfilpol'ldent. •• a.welT baa little or no relationship to the 
attltgjea expressed. 
•• 
MEAN A'l'TITIJI)E SCORES TOrlARD I'rg~S RElA T.HlO 'ro ETHNOCElttRISK 
ACCORTJI:IO '!'() 'flU!; SOCL,\L CIJ.SS OF THE RESPONDENTS 
social Clus 
• 
I, II 
III 
IV 
V 
Unidentified 
Cwnulat1". Mean (all respondeata) 
r I • 
Mean Attitude Scores 
'1'O"4rd :&'thnocentrioll 
)6.0 
)6.0 
;;S.3 
)6.6 
3S.6 
3,.9 
•• 
In Table lA the mean attitude soore. of'tbe ... pondents toward iteroe 
relating to f!Jtmocentl'1am are f>resented according to the subject _t.t8r tbel" 
tMch. 
When the mean attitudes or the respondents toward Negroes according to 
their teaching aubjecte vere COlll{JQ'ed, the Social Studies and ~l1sh teachen 
ww& tile moat favorable toward NegroeaJ however, thGa mean attitude 
ranected onl,. a cb9.nce deviation from tbe _an attitudes of' the re-.1nd .. 
of the rupondenta in the stud;r. 
1he 8&M. pattern 18 unireated by th8 respondents with respect to 
items relating to athnocentr18m vi th onenot&bleuceptlolll thoaa rupondentA 
who 1dentitied tne.elYe. as teachers of Busine.s and Vocational subjects 
are considerably more ethnocentrio than all other respondents ranked 
aooording to their teaohintr subjects. A st,andard score or 1.71 is obtained 
in testing the difference between means of social studies teachers and 
teachers of Business and Vocational subjects; similarly a standard score of 
1.65 is obtained when testing the difference between means of English 
teachers and teachf'.l'S of Business and Vocational subjects. Both of these 
standard scores, however, indicate a difference only at the .10 level ot 
certainty and therefore a chance deviation rather than a significant 
ditference between the means must be concluded. 
'fABLE 1.8 
MFA-N ATTITUDE SCORES 'fCWARD ITm'B RELATING TO ErHNOCINTRISK 
ACCORDING TO 'I'm: 'I'FACRINO SUBJECT OF THE RFSPONDEN'l'S 
Teaching Subject 
Sooial S tudie8 
English 
Mathematics and Natural Sciences 
Business and Vocational 
other 
Cumulative Mean (all respondents) 
Mean Attitude Scores 
Toward Ethnocentrism 
In Table 19 the respondents are ranked according to the number ot 
years ot teaching experience. 
MEAN AftITU[Jf, SOORFS 'l'CWAJro 1'1'D5 DElATING TO E'fP"(JClJrtm:B~ 
ACCORDU!O fO THE 'lUMBER. or YElJe or TrACHlfID 
UPFRtD1Cf; 0' '.MtfI: ft'ES PONm:t1TS 
Mlaber' ot yeara of 
!eacbing JiXPC'lence 
1$ or MON 
C'Wrlulattye MeM (all respondent.) 
Mean Attitude Scor •• 
'roward Etbnocentrla 
$8 
.... 
The data pro •• nted in Table 19 reveale a tn pattema ot :relationship 
that are highly 8il.lilar to the attttude. expre •• ed toward NeP'08. 1n terme 
of n\llber or ,.ear. ot teaching experience. A8 in the prerlous chapter, the 
largest dU'rerenC8 in _.12 attttude ICO", 1a bGtwen those who baYe been 
teaching between tt •• and nine yearl and those who ha". been teachtng nfteen 
,..arl or IIOre. Although tho_ who baye been teaching between tlve and n.1.rle 
leare are cona1de:rabll' lass ethnocentrIc than those wbo bay. been t-ebinI 
tittHn JHl"8 or IlON, a signIfIcant d1rference in _an attItude .coree 
toward it_ relating to at.bnocent.r18lll 18 not obt&IDfKi. A standard score of 
l.be indioat .. a differenoe -1"811 at the .15 lavel of cer\&1nt,l'- H ..... y.r, 
III so_bat larger standard 800re ot 1.62 1. obtained IndIcating tbat tho" 
wbo have been teaching between tive and nine years are less ethnocentric than 
the cwnulati ve mean (all respondents) only at the .10 level of certainty. 
Although no significant differences between lUean attitude seores toward 
it-.& relating to ethnocentrism. is observed according to the teaching subjects 
of the respondents, a pattern is clearly discernible that the teachers in the 
.tive to nine y-ear category are clear17 the least anti-Negro and ethnooentric 
while those who have been teaching fifteen years or longer clearly exhibit 
the MOst ant1-Negro and ethnocentrio attitudes of all the respondents when 
ranked according to their teaching subjects. 
Table 20 presents the mean attitude Boores ot tbe respondents according 
to the number 0 f encyclicala they have read trom start to tinish. 
TAm 20 
MFAN ATTITUDE SCORlS 'rCWARD l'fJ!)JS RElATING TO ETHNOOEN'l'RISM 
ACCmtnDlG TO THE N'tJ1IfBER OF ENCYCLICAlS THEY ft. VE 
}Ij"uMber of 
Encyclicals Read 
3, 4 or S 
1 or 2 
NOne 
READ FROM START 'I'D FINISH 
Mean A ttl tude Scores 
Tow:,:rd Ethno centrism 
Cwnulat1ve Mean (all respondents) 
.36.4 
J6.S 
35.1 
35.9 
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In Table 20, the data is similar to the mean attitude scores expressed 
toward items relating to Negroes, namely that there is seemingly little or 
no relationship between the number of Encyclicals read from start to tintah 
and attitudes expressed toward items relating to ethnocentrism. 
After analyzing attitudes toward items relating to ethnocentrism from 
the point of' vi" or certain socio....,oonomic characteristics of the respond-
ents, the data will be viewed from a second point of view. In Table 21, a 
distributien or the responses from the entire population 1s presented to 
attitude it.u!I nUBlbers sixteen to twenty-tive or 'hose items that focus 
exclusively on ethnocentrism. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
TASL! 21 
PFRCElmnE OF RJS FONSFS TO ATTITUDE lTme 
REIA TING TO E'rHNOODITlUSK 
Pet. in Pet. Pet. in 
Agreement Undecided Disagreement 
Certain religious sects whose belieh do 
not permit them to salute the nag should 
be toreed to oonform to sueb a patnotic 
action, or else be abolished. 27.8 17.h 54.9 
AnT group or social movement which contains 
many foreigners should be watched with sus-
picion and, whenever possible, be investi-
gated by the FBI. 20.1 9.1 70.1 
one main difticultlwith allowing the en-
tire population to participate tul~ in 
governaent aiiairs (voting, jobs .. etc.) is 
that sucb a large percentage is innate-
ly deficient and incapable. 38.9 6.9 54.1 
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TABLE 21-continued 
Pet. in Pet. Pet. in 
Agreement undecided Disagreement 
19. The most vicious, irresponsible, and 
racketeering unions ara, in most eases, 
those having largely foreigners tor 
leaders. 9.0 17.4 73., 
20. We are spending too muoh m.oney for the 
pampering ot cr1l111nals and the insane, 
and tor the education ot 1nherent~ 
inoapable people. 12.$ 12.; 75.0 
21. Minor tOJ'lllS ~f military training, 
obedienoe and discipline, ",ucb as drill, 
marching and simple OOl'llDl&nds I should be 
made a. part ot the elementary school 
educationa.l progra''1h 38.9 16.0 45.1 
22. The m.a.in threa.t to basic American in ... 
stitutions during this century has come 
from the infiltration ot foreign ideas, 
10.4 doctrines, and agitators. 18.1 70.8 
23. Present treatment of conscientious ob-
jectors, draft evaders, and. enemy aliens 
is too lenient and mollycoddling. If a 
person wontt tight for this country, he 
deserves a lot worse than just prison or 
a work camp. 25.7 13.2 61.1 
24. European refugees may be in need., but it 
would be a big mistake to lower our 
immigration quotas and allow more to 
enter the country. 25.0 28.4 46., 
2,. People who break t.he law should be 
punished no matter hov good their ex-
4$.8 cuse is. 11.1 43.0 
Antong the statements which appear to be extreme and non-controversial, 
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statements numbers seventeen, nineteEm, twenty and twenty-two elicit only' a 
paucity of responses in agreement. statements numbers seventeen, nineteen 
and twenty-two place suspicion on social movements, labor unions and American 
inst.itut.ions which contain "foreignera" for leaders. 
Among the controversial items concerning ethnocent.rism, nearly half 
(45.8%) agree tha.t "People who break t.he law should. be punished no matter how 
good t.heir excuse bit. In sharp contrast slightl;y more' than one fourth or 
only 25.7% indicate that "Present treatment of conscientious objectors,draft 
evaders and enemy aliens is too lenient and moll,.ccddling. 1t It a person won't 
fight tor thb eountl',}') he deserves a lot worse than just prison Or work 
camp. It Furthermore on item number 16, only 40 or 21.8% ap-ee that .Certain 
religiOUS sects whose belief. do not permit thea tc salute the nag should be 
forced to conform to such a patriotic action or else be abolishod. tt The 
latter two items present seemingly a contradiction to the f'requently accepted 
stat.ent that "People who break the law should be punished regardless of' 
their excuse. n There appears to be an underlying respect for lawbreakers who 
happen to be oor.soientious objectors, draft evaders or "Mmbers of certain 
religious sects" re£USing to salute the nag. Perhaps the key to the appar-
ent contradiction of responses lies in a connict over a state-church heirar-
00,. of values. In both of these staterents "one. a religious belief's" are 
given as contradictory to the law and hence prohibit "conventional patriotism~ 
An addi,tional exPlanation for the favorable attitude expressed toward con-
soientious objectors, d.raft evaders and en_,. aliens may lie in the fact that 
the respondents, all being teachers, are occupationally deferred (or virtually 
draft exempt in Illinois) and perhaps would be sympa.thetic to those seeking 
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to avoid military induction. At t.he time the questionnaire was distributed, 
the dispute over the political neoessity and !l1Orallty of the United states 
role in the Viet Nam war possibly may have induced 50me favorable attitudes 
toward "reasonable" draft evad.ers and conscientiolls objectors. 
The data. will now be pNsented troll; a third point of vicrw, namely, to 
det~rmine the significance of cross-comparisons and correla.tions betw6Elo one's 
attitudes expressed towal~ items relating to ethnocentrism and the attitudes 
expressed toward other groups selected L~ the stuay---toward Negroes, Jews and 
the Churoh. 
litter exami.?'ling the responses to attitude iteltlt'l numbers sixteen to 
t,wenty-f'ive, the respondents were ranked in quartiles in terms of high and 
low etrlIlocentrism scores. Each quartlle contains thirty ... six respondt:'lcts. 
These who were most et,hnocentrio comprised a quartile containing low ethno-
centrism scores ranging from fifteen to thirty-one points. The thirty-six 
respondents whose scores ranged between .forty-one and fifty comprised a 
quartile containing the least ethnocemtric or those receiving high ethno-
centrism scores. Two quartl1es of respondents (a tm.al of seventy-two) were 
intermediate scorers ranging from thirty-two to forty points on the attitude 
items relating to ethnocentrism. 
By use of the Poarson r correlation, an attempt is made to determine 
whether those who exhibit attitudes which are highly ethnocentric will 
similarly exhibit attitudes highly uruavorablE-l to Negroes" Jaws and the Church 
Conversely, one might suspect that the quartile containing those respondents 
who expressed the least ethnocentrie attitudes would sirnihrl;r express atti-
tudes highly favorable toward itel'lW relating to Negroes, Jeifs and the Churc.."l. 
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In Table 22 the Pearson I' oorr813ot1.o1'15 of the quartiles containing high 
ethnooentriftM and low ethnocentrism soorers are contrasted with their atti-
tudes expressed toward Negroes, Jews and the Churoh. 
TABLE 22 
PEARSON R CORRElATIOlS 01" THE FIGH AND LOW ETHNOCENTRISM 
QUAR'!'IL'FS WITH A'M'ITtTDY!S EXPRESSED TCfAiARD 
NEGROES" JOO AND THE CHURCH 
High Ethnocentrism Low Ethnocentrism 
Scores (41-50) Scores (15 ... 31) 
tow A.nti-lfegro .55 High Anti-Negro 
Low Ant1-5emitio .10 High Anti-Semitio 
tow Ant1-Churoh -.21 High Anti-ChurCb 
---"-" - ........ . -
.$6 
.66 
.... au 
~thesis lA indicates that "Individuals who exhibit higher ethnooentrl~ 
tions obtain.M i.n Table 22 strongly support this h;rrll)thesis. The quartile eon. 
taining the respondents who are highly eth.nocentrio (reoeiving low ethnocen-
tria soores) also express attitudes which are highly unfavorable to Negroes. 
The P$ar8on r ot .56 indicates that a positive correlation between highly 
ethnocentrio and high anti-Negro attitudes is significant at the .01 level ·01' 
certaintY'. 
conversely.t those respondents contained in the quartile who are least 
ethn(,centrle (receiving high ethnocentrism soorsa) tend also to express atti .. 
tudes highly favorable to items relating t.t) Negroes. The pel!ll"s"n r of .$, 
6, 
testities to a significant, posU1ve cOl'rola.ticln at the .01 level or certainty 
between those respondents uho express the leut ethnocentric attitudes and 
the highly favorable attitudes they express toward items relating to Negroes. 
These findings, then, obtained by use ot Pea:rson r correlations, tend to 
strongly support the hypothesis that high anti-Negro attitudes will accompany 
attitudes of' individuals which are hi~hly ethnooentric. 
HYPothesis IB indicates that "Individuals who exhibit higher ethnocentri. 
attitudes will exhibit nir.her anti-semitic attitudes." Within the Qu&rtile 
containing the highly ethnocentric respondents (receiving low ethnocentrism 
scores be\ween fifteen and thirty-one) they similarly express attitudes higbl.7 
unfavorable to the Jews. The Pearson r of .66 indicates a positive eorrelatlor 
significant at the .01 level of certainty bet_en bigh'l3 ethnocentric atti-
tudes and hi~h anti-Sem.itic attitudes. 
However, those respondents who are theleaat ethnocent.ric do not nece&sa 
rily$Xhihit a sign:i.ficantly low anti-Sem.itic attitude. A. Pearson r of .10 
is obtained ;.ndieating only a slight positive correlation betvsen lew ethno-
centric attitudes and low anti-Semi.tie attitudes .. 
Alt.hough the find:i.ngs lend partial support t.o hypothesiS 1:'8, the pearson 
r correlations do not indicate that total acceptance be attributed to the 
hypothesis that "Individuals who exhibit higher ~thnocantrie attitudes will 
exhibit higher anti-Semitic attitudes.-
When ooP'lparinr, the quartiles of respondents who are most and least ethno 
centric with their attitudes towa.rd items relating to the Church, Pearson rls 
of' -.oL. and -.21 are obtained respectively. Both of' these correlations incti-
cate slight ner,atlve correlations of li.ttle signifioance. In brief, thoae 
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respondents who are hlghl1 ethnocentric exhibit attitudes tending to be favor-
able toward the Church; those respondents who are least ethnocentric tend to 
be unfavorable toward the Church. 
In summary" the findings suggest that the ,elected socio-economic 
characteristics of the respondents are not Significantly related to the att1-
tudes expressed toward ethnocentrism.. However, in tems of the nationality 
descent of the respondents, those who identified themselves as Polish did ex.-
hibit attitudes Significantly more ethnocentric (and more unfavorable toward 
Negroes) than respondents who were identified in the Irish or "other" cate ... 
pries. 
seemingly, this finding lends support to Williams t.heory that the nee<! 
to conform to the expectations of those groups to which t.he 1ndividual belongs 
creates feelings of social distance toward those groups perceived to be lack-
h7 
ing 1n mutually' acceptable IlODUJ. 
As members of relati -rely recent. 1m1grant. groups, the Polish and I\a11an 
respondents might be expected to exhibit a 1'IlOr8 rigid acoeptance of their own 
ethnic groups accompanying negative imagery to out-groups. AlthoUlh the 
Italian respondents expressed highly ethnocentric &ttitudes similar to the 
Polish respondents, their attitudes did I10t differ s1gniflca~!l from those 
expressed by respondents of other nationality groups. Hence these findings 
lend partial support to Williams theory. 
In concluding the discussion of the data concerning attitu.des toward 
ethnocentrism, Chapter 5 will explore the patterns of response expressed towarc 
the Church by the respondents in the study_ 
-
II. Tl'ITUDl'S ~A RD THE CHURCH. 
In thi. chapter,tb.attitudes expressed toward items relating to the 
Cburch will b. analyaed trom two point. of viev. (1) to determine the extent 
to which the attltudes toward the Cburoh of indivlduale pea.easing certain 
socio ... oonoll1c characteristics deviates tl'Oll the attittadea expr ... ed toward 
the Church by tbe "average" l'fNJponderat. in the etud3J (2) to ~etel'll1n. an,y 
respon •• patterns from the distJ'1bution of responl. toward \he Church on 
at.titude 1t._ number tventy-s1x to t.h1n1-:tive Oft the questlomaire. 
In tb1e chapter. the data will not be presented trOll th.t.hird point 
of vi_ u was done 1n two prevloUl chaptera. It. 1s the opinion of the WJ"itez 
tbat the ... v_ent ot croaa-co:rtpar1eona ~ correlations between one-s 
attitudes expressed toward the Church and otber group' •• lected in the stu47-
toward Negroes, Jeva and ethnocentriam will not conve,. a reliable e.tblate or 
meaningful presentation of tbe "real" attitude. of the respondent •• 
The atataents focusing on. attitucle8 towa.rd the Churcb present .. " .... 1 
difficulties to tbe writer in terms of their interpretlve meaningfulness. 
Since all the respondents 1n the study are catholic and would ... at1ngl,r 
tdenUt1 tbe catholio Church U tbe1r frame of reference ln responding to 
ltems focusing on the Church, lt ls quetlO1'1able vb8ther the ThuretoDe 
"scale ot A tt1tu:l. t.oward the Church- 18 an appropriate inatruaent in 
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eliciting responses about the Ca.tholic Church. A second basic difficulty 
in interpreting the responses of the participants emerges from the fact that 
the statements do not lend themselves adequately tv distinguish between 
respondents who express attitudes of constructive criticism of the Church and 
the less critical respondents who express seemingly favorable responses to 
the Church perhaps because of personal alienation or lack of appreciation for 
the Church's relevance to the modern world. Finally the attitude statements 
about the Church do not test the doctrinal orthodoxy of the respondents as 
much as it tests their judgments concerning social allegations about the 
Church in the form of' stereotypes. 
Because of' the difficulty in interpreting whether attitudes constitute 
a favorable or unfavorable reaponse toward the Church, it is the opinion of 
the writer that correlation by the use of standard scores would convey an 
inaccurate presentation of the real attitudea endorsed by the respondents 
toward the Church. Rence, the presentation of the data from this third point 
of view will be eliminated in this chapter. Furthermore, the responses of 
the participants. concerning the Church will not be interpreted as favorable 
or unfavorable but rather as an indicatio~ of a socially conventional approval 
or disapproval of the Church. 
With these limitations in mind, an attempt is now made to compare the 
mean attitude scores toward the Church of the respondents within a particular 
h4 Thurstone, op. cit., p. 61-63. 
--
socio-economic category with the mean attitude scores expressed toward the 
Church by the "average" respondent in the stu4y. 
Table 23 presents the mean scores on attitude items number twenty-six 
to thirty-five relating to the Church according to the nationality descent 
of the respondents. 
TABLE 23 
HEM! ATTITUDE SCORFS TOrIARD THE CHURCH ACCORDING TO 
THE NATIONAI,IT! DlSCENT OF THE RFSfONDENTS 
Nationality Des cent 
Irish 
Pollsh 
Oerman 
Italian 
German-Irish 
other 
Cumulative Mean (all respondents) 
Mean Attitude scores 
Toward The Church 
40.$ 
38.4 
37.2 
40.6 
The mean attitude scores in Table 23 indicate that the respondents 
taken as nationality descent categories express attitudes of socially eon-
ventional approval rather than disapproval toward the Church. Furthermore, 
all the nationality descent groups obtain higher mean attitude scores with 
respeot to attitudes toward the Churoh than they obtained on attitude items 
--
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relating to ethnocentrism. HOwever, a. wa.. pointed Qut in a iJrevioUfJ otJ:.lpter, 
a high mean attitude score toward the Church u.y not be indicative of 
loyalty or a favorable constellation of attltlXlss toward tbo Church, but 
perhapa reflects a lack of conatructive criticism concerning the Chur..::h,f Ii 
relavanoe to the mod.ern world. 
Although no signU'icanf, differencu between -.an attitude scorea are 
obtained by use of standard scores in Table 23, the Iriah mean of 40.5 ditfel'l 
from the German Man of .37.2 at the .10 level of certaint1 by obtaining a 
standard score ot 1.67. It i8 evident that all the M&n scores of the 
nationality descent categori •• cluster close11 around the c~~ulativ. mean. 
The Oerman mean aM C-er!Ql:\n-lrish mean deviate farth.t from the cumulative 
_an than the _ans ot any ot the other nationallt.y deaC8nt. categories and 
only obtain ataMard soore. ot 1.11 and 1.0$ reapectivel;y. 
Unlike the relatlvel,1 untavorable attitudes expressed by the reaponcientl 
in the Pollah cat8g0l'7 toward items relat.ing t.o Negroes and et.hnocentri • ., 
it is noteworthy that the Polish _an att.itude score toward the Church 18 
highly similar to the _an attit.ude .oore. ob1i&1ned b)' the other natlonal1t)' 
des cent categories in Table 23. The l&rgest deYlat.lon trcm the POlish Mall 
attitude score i8 the Irish Mean attlt\l1e acore. A standard score ot 1.26 is 
obtained in testing the a1gn1t1cance ot these two mean attitude scores in-
dicating a difference only at the .30 level ot ce.rtaint)'. 
In Table 2h the mean attitudes ot the resporldents toward the Church are 
presented according to the religiOUS affiliation of the college they 
attended. 
TABlE 24 
MFJiD ATTITUDE SCORlS 'fO"mlAIID THE CHURCH ACCORDING TO 
THE RFJJ:GIOUS AIt"1"lI,u TIOH O}<" THE COWdGE 
A TTENDED BY T}TE R~S rolm~;Jm 
Religious Affiliat.1on of 
College At.tended 
Mean Attitude scores 
Toward The Church 
catholic College 
Non-catholic College 
cUllUlatlve Ke&n (all repondents) 
, J "". 
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Since tbere are no s1gnif1eant dU'rereneu betweon tbe .meane in Table 
24. all the deviations are e_l1 ehough to be attr'1but.ed to ohance. HO'W'<Wer. 
the rospoMtmte Ybo indicated that they Md reooi"o most of tbfllr college 
training 111 catholic institutions exhibited. attitudes indicating ellghtlT 
more soc1all¥ conventional approval toward the Church than do the respondents 
*0 recel'9'ed 1108\ ot their college traird.ng in non-catholic 1nstit.utloms. 
the find1np in Table 2il. 1&01'00'9'01", ind1cate a. pattern of r_poJ38tJ 
hiPl7 similar to tbe attitude. Hp1"esatJd \ow&l"d i'\frU re:t.t1n. to Jegroes 
and etbnocentrirm. AlthOUlh thoH are no significant dltferenees between 
...... the r8$porlIIe pattem is 8't'i.deIl\ tbAt thoee r_ilOndenU who baY. 
&tteDied. cathollc colleges e:;o;h1bit att.itude. which an 1 •• an1ii-Negro, leu 
ethnocentrio andexpreas sore s~e1all1 conventional approval toward the 
Cb\U"ch than "bose respondents who atteDded l'lCm-cathol1c ooUe_. 
In 'fable 2S, the dat.& W1catea a negligihle pattern of ralationship 
toward the Church. 
TAPt;P; 2, 
MFAN ATTITUDE SCCR~<; TGliAIW THE CHURCH ;~CCCRD1NO TO 
THE SOCIAL ClASS 0" Tm~ USfONOEMTS 
Soclal cla. 
I, 11 
m 
IV 
V 
Un identlfiecl 
cumulative Mean (aU respondenta) 
.. -... 
Mean Attitude Scores 
Toward The Church 
38.4 
,)8.3 
38.6 
39.7 
LO.h 
39.1 
., 
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Perhaps one might dntect the semblance of a pattern of relat10nsbip 
by observing the data in Table 25. It appears that the lower one t G social 
class ranking" the ~re h. apr.sM 11001&117 conventional apf·,rova.l toward 
the Church. Howe .. er, the differences -onl the _an attitude .coree are so 
slight that all deY1atioM ·1\18\ be attJ'1but«l tc chance. 
Although the data in Table 2$ reftalai a pattern or responses more 
mean1n(~tul than tOO pattern or response. expressed toward items relating to 
Negroos and ethnooentris., the conclusion is warranted that the soc1al class 
ot t..be respondents B~L'1gly baa little or no relationship to the attitude. 
expressed toward 1 to. relating to f~egroes I the Church or ethnocentrism. 
In 'l'<tblo 26 the mean attitude soores of the respondents toward the 
Church are presented according to the .ubject _ttel" tbey teach. 
TA:BLE 26 
MIll ATTITUDE seem TflttAlU) THE etruRCfl ACCORDING TO THE 
TEACHING SUBJF:CTS or THE imFCRDDm 
5o01a1 stud1 .. 
Erlllie 
Math_tw aDd .. tval Sci_aee 
Buls1ne .. ",· Vocational 
othe!' 
OU!!l:u1&t1 •• MUft (all reapond ••• ) 
T I d 
Mean Attitude Scores 
Toward The Clmrch 
)8.& 
39.0 
39.1 
39.0 
ul.) 
39.1 
-, 
7) 
In comparing the me.n attltude aCONa or t.he respend.el'lt8 .according to 
their ieachinl subjects, t.he r4t8porm.nta identified aa "'Other" (which 
includes teachars of classical aru1 1IOa.m languages, religion and pby&ical 
eduoat1on) expres. attltuc1.s of soC1all7 coe:rerxtlonal,a.A',l'onl toward tbe 
Church coneiclerably lIOralO than all other napcndent. :ranked aeccJ'dir.g to 
tbe1r taacb1ng al.1bjeots. Tbe mean attitude locro of tt:w reepond.ents 1:1 the 
"other" cat..cory att.ribute. significantly mo, ... 8001&111 con.,.nt.1onal &PJ*'Oftl 
toward the Churcb than t.tl. CQIIlUl.atl VCt mean (all 1'88pon49n\.). A standard 
score of 2.S9 indicates I. 51gnU'icant O1f!erence at t,be .01 level of oe:rtaln\ ". 
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An additiona.l sip,nificant di.ffarence is obtalned between the mean 
attitude score of the respondents in the !10ther!~ category and the mean 
a.ttitude soore of the Soctal ~tudies teachers. A standard score of 2.37 
indieates that respondents in the "other" cate,;ory attribut,e significantly 
more soc1ally conventional approval toward the Church than socia.l studies 
teachers at the .0, level of certainty. 
Finally. the respondents in the "Other" category attribute considerably 
more ~ocially conventional approval toward the Church than teachers of 
English, and teachers of Mathematics and Natural Sciences. However, standard 
scores of 1.77 and 1.83 are obtained respectlvelT indicating differences 
only at the .10 level of cer'ilainty. 
The pattern of responses ex:prassoo toward 1 tams relat,ing to the Church 
according to the teaching subjects of tho respondents is quite diSsimilar 
to the pattern expressed towtn-d i terns relating to Negroes and ethnocentrism. 
Although the teachers of 1'1'lgllsh and Social S1,udies expressed attitudes less 
anti-f'legro and less ethnocentric than the remainder of the resp;;ndonts in 
the study,J the "Other" category (tea.chers of c188810<'11 and modern languaees, 
religion and physical education) attributes clearly more socially con ... 
ventional approval toward the Church than all other respondents ranked 
according to teaching: ::mbject including teachers of Enr:lish and .social 
Studies. 
In Table 27, the mean attitude scores of the respondents toward the 
Church are presented according to the number of ye~rs of teaching 
experience of the respondents. 
M'FAN AmTUD~ SCORFS TOWARD THE OHt1R!m ILCCO'fIDDRl 1*0 \"fm 
Nb'}ffiER OF YFARZ 01" TElCffU!G EIPI~:R1·tNC-r: BY 
Numb .. of years of 
Teaching EJqJNience 
m Rl'S }QN'l)ENTS 
n •• 
Mean Att.itude Seores 
'l'cwar4 the Church 
J8.~ 
39.1 
40.6 
41.> 
39.1 
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Al\houdl tharo are no significant. d1rfere~ between tbe MalW in 
Table 27. there are some seemingl,. widespread differences between the _amh 
A standard score of 1.88 1$ obtained tntest1ng t_ difference b.twenmeana 
of those who have lH.en teaching O-h yurs and those who have been '"chinl 
15 :rears 01" lonpr. Although those reepondente who Mft been teaching 15 
:rears Qr longer attribute considerably more socially ,.'onventioaal. approfil 
toward the Church than tboa. who bay. be&n teaching o...b ,.ears, • standard 
score of l.ea is obtained only att.be .10 leY81 ot ceu:t&inty. 
Tbe mean. at.t.itude score of thOle who have beem t.eaching 1.$ j~" or 
long_ attributes also cons1derablf MOre aooia1l,r conventional app\"oval 
toward the Chg.rch than tbe cunulat1ve mean attitude (all r_pendents). 
now.ver, a standard score of 1.71 18 obtained 1nciicating a difference onl,y at 
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the .10 level or certainty. 
In Table 27, the pattern or responses is quite definitive. The data 
suggests that the longer one has been teaching, the more he expresses 
socially conventional apJroval toward the Church. It is particularly note-
worthy that the respondents who have been teaching 15 years or longer express 
conside.rably more socially conventional approval toward the Church than 
those who have been teaching between five and nine years. This pattern goes 
entirely contrary to a previously obtained pattern, namely, that teachers in 
the five to nine year category are clearly less anti-llegro and less ethno-
centric than those who have been teaching 15 ,ears or longer. 
Table 28 presents the mean attitude scores of the respondents toward 
the Church according to the number of Encyclicals they have :read from start 
to tinish. 
TABLE 28 
MEAN A'I"J'ITUm: Sr:·"·;:-A~ Ta4ARD !HE CHURCH ACCORDING 
TO THE NUMRF.!? OF ~C'iCLlCAIS RFAD Bl Th"E 
RESfONDENTS FRt~' :3TART TO FINISH 
Number of Encyclicals Read Mean Attitude scores 
Toward the Church 
3, 4 or 5 
1 or 2 
None 
Cumulative Mean (all respondents) 
39.4 
39.5 
38.6 
39.1 
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The data in Table 2? illustrates the similar pattern expressed toward 
ite.-ns relating to. Negrces and ethnccentr1I1HIl) namely, that there appears to 
be little or no meaningful relationship between the DUlIlber o.f Encyclicals 
read and the attitudes expressed toward itelllS relating to the Church. 
After analyzing attitudes toward items relating to the Church from the 
point of view of cel'tain so.cio-econOlllic characteristics o.f the respondents, 
the data will be analy'Zed from the seoond point cf view. In Table 29, a 
distribution or responses from the entire population is presented to. attitude 
items number t.wenty-six to. thirty-five or those items on the questionna.ire 
that tocus specifically cn the Church. 
TABlE 29 
PF.RCE~'TAGE OF RF8ro~F8 TO ATTITtlDE ITEM> 
liEU TING TO '!'HE CHURCH 
Pet. in Pot. Pot. in 
Agreement Undecided Disagreement 
26. I approve of the Churoh because I 
Knew that Church attendance is a gcod 
index ef the natien's morality. 21.8 9.7 62.$ 
27. I have convinced myself that the teach-
ing of the Church is altogether too 
superficial to be of interest to me. 8.3 9.0 82.6 
28. My emoticnal reaction tcward the Church 
is negative due to. lack of interest. 8.3 6.3 8,.4 
29. I am convinced that the Church is 
shackled with monied interests and dees 
nct practice its ideals. 26.3 7.6 6,.9 
30. r have concluded that a man cannot be 
henest in his thinking and endorse what 
the Church teaches. 41.2 22.9 29.8 
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TAl'!1\': 29--Ccntj.nued 
Pct. in Pet. Pet. in 
Agreement undecided Disagreement 
31. I have a feeling that the Churcb fur-
nishes the stimulus for the best leader-
ship of our country. 47.2 22 .. 9 29.8 
32. I am afraid that the Cburch is non-
scientific and emotional depending tor 
its influence upon fear of God and of 
hell. 17.3 10.14 14.6 
33. I am certain that the Church has a most 
important influence in the development 
of moral habits and attitudes. '7S.0 10.4 14.6 
34. I am convinced that the Church is a 
divine institution a.nd that it should com-
mand my highest loyalty and respect. 88.1 3.5 8.3 
35. I think the Church is moving ahead too 
fast in the area of race relations. 11 .. 4 15.3 61.3 
Among the non-controversial statements, 1tetY'.s 27 .. 28 and 30 focus on 
the teaching of the Church and elicit little variation among the responsctUh 
Such statements as liThe teaching of the Churob--:i.s too superficial to be ot 
interest to Ine ,It "My reaction toward the Church is negative • ..It It... a 
man cannot be honest in his thinking and endorse what the Church teaches," 
elicited unfavorable responses no more frequentl,y than 8.3~ of the 
respondents on these three l.tems. 
Although the va.st majority of the respondents subscribed to statements 
about the Church as Ita divine institutiontf commanding onets nhighest loyalty 
and respect" as being an "important influence in the development of moral 
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habits and at.titudes," they are somet.hat crit1.oal of the Church in terms of 
its"monied interests" and the leadership it offsrs to our country. 
In ~tem number 29, more than one-fourth or 26.3~ agree with th~ 
statement "I am convinced that the Church is shackled with monied interests 
and does not praotice its ideals." Evident in these responseu is the view 
of the Church as So large corporation employing the power of religion as a 
means ot increasing its wealth in terms of 8cll001 and church buUdings. 
In -item number 26" 62.$% disagree with the sta.tement "I approve of the 
Church because I know that church attendance is a good index of the na.tion'. 
morality." Here the l..l'lage or the hypocrite or the -modal catholiC" 18 
evident in that a person .y view his faith in terms of chu.:roh attendance and 
completely independent of a personal or social morallt,.. In this instance 
the respondents might view churoh attendance as only slightly' related to the 
nation's morality. 
In item 31 onl,. 47.2~ reel that ~The Church furnishss the stimulus for 
tlle beat leadership of our count17_" A.n additional 22 .9~ are "undecided" on 
this item. Perhaps the lack of confidence in church attendance rail,?',ht be 
attributed to the apparent confusion of the Church's current stand on such 
issuss as birth control and race relation.s. 
In item number 3~, only 17.4% "think the Church is lllOV1ng abead too 
fast 10 the area of race relations." It is apparent that many respondents 
who are unfavorable toward Negroes are reluctant to attribute blaae to the 
Church. ~rhap8 if the Church were to take a more vigorous stand on race 
problems, more respondents would have agreed with 1wm number 35. 
In sum."llary, the respondents expressed attitudes of seemingl¥ h1gh 
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socially conventional approval of the Church. However, the attitudes 6xpressec 
by the respondents toward t,he Church do not readily lend tham.selvElEl to an 
explanation for an individual's motivatton for belonging to the Cburch. One 
might speculate that th{J5~ respondent$ expre:ss'ing hip,h socially convent:i.onal 
approval of the Church may be adherring to what Allport describes as an 
"institutionali2.ed ll religious outlook. In this intititutionalizsd. outluvk, 
the individual se{:ls ·the Qut.klOritaritan character of the Church and :is 
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motiv..i\t,ad to belong for the sake of s .... fat.y, power and authority. 
more, one might predict tbat those respondents who ex.hibited lees oritical 
attitudes towaru the Church are pera .. mally alienated from the Church or lack 
appreciation for the Church's relevance to the modern world. 
It is likewise plausible that Bortle of the respondents expressing high 
socially conventional disappro~~l of the Church have an nintarioriz6d" 
religious outlook. According to Allport the 1ndbrldual1 e IY'.ctlvation for 
belon.glng to the Church is based on ita fundamental creed of brotherhood 
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which expresses the ideals that one si.ncerely believes in. 
In concluding the analysiS of the data concerning attitudes toward the 
Churob, Chapter Six lIill investigate the pattern of responses expressed 
toward Jews by the respondents in the study. 
4BAllport, op. cit., p. 7. 
--
CHAPTER VI 
A fTITUDPS TOWARD J_ 
In this chapter, the responses to attitude it~~ number thirty-six to 
torty-five will be analyzed in order to pre8ent the patterns of response 
expressed toward Jews by the participants. The data will be presented trom 
three points of view: (1) to determine the extent to which the attitudes 
expressed toward Jows of indiv:iduals possessing certain soole-economic 
characteristics deviates from the attitudes ex~~ssed t~~rd Jews by the 
-average" respondent in the study; (2) tiC determine any rosponse pattf'rns 
from the distribution of responses toward Jews on att1t.ude i tams nmber 
thirty-six to rorty-rive on the questionnaire; (3) to determinf'; the sj.,enlfl-
canCEl or cross-comparisons and correlations between one's attitudes expressed 
toward Jews iil.nd the other groups selected in the study---toward t~egroes .. the 
Churoh and ethnooentrism. 
In analyzing the data from the first point of view, an a ttempt is made 
to <-"Ompare the 11le2n attttude scores expressed toward Jews by the raspondente 
within a particular socio .... conomic category with the mean attitude scores of 
other socia-econom:tc categories or the mean attitude seere of thE: Ifs:vol'agott 
respondent in the study. 
In Table 30 the mean attitude ecorse expressed toward items relating 
to Jews 8..1"8 presented according to t:t.A nat,io~IllUty CE:l!!CEU'l.t of the respondents. 
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TABLI 30 
M'FA.N ATTI'l'UDE sooms 'l'OWlBD JEWS ACCORDING TO THE 
HAnOWALITY DISCEtJ'r or '!'HE RlSPONDEJ'fS 
NationalitY' Descent 
Irish 
Polish 
Italian 
oeJ'tU.D-Irish 
other 
CUl'lUlative Mean (aU respondents) 
Mean Attitude Scores 
Toward Jew 
42.8 
41., 
43.1 
43.2 
39.6 
44.1 
42.8 
'rhe awaulative ..an attitude score of 42.6 1ft fable .30 bdlcat .. that 
the respondents ablbit highly favorable attitudes toward. 1tems relating to 
J" _ When comparing the cU1llUlatlve mun attitude score of 39.1 toward the 
Church. 3S.9 toward ltems relating to ethnocent11.8Dt and Sh.6 (based on 
fineen attit .. It •• rather than ten) toward .egroes, the attitudes ot the 
respondents toward. Jews ls clearly more favorable tban toward the other 
p"oupa .. lected 1n the study. 
Aaong the ditterences between the "DB in Table 30, two standard score 
are obtained.Mob indicate a significant difference at the .OS level of cer-
tainty_ The mean attitude score of those respondent. classified as "other" 
differs aignU'icantly from the mean attitude score of the C.erman-Ir1sb 
respondents and the Polish respondents. standard scores of 2.1h, and 2.15 are 
obtained respectively indicating differences significant at t.he .. 05 level of 
certaint,.. 
COf'lsidel'&bl;y lower standard score are obtained in comparing IIlMn 
attitudes of German-Irish respondents and all respondent' (1.60); all 
1"espond.enta and "otherP nationality descent groups (1.30) J }<ol1sh and German 
nation~11ty descent groups (1.13). 
The pattern of responses expressed toward Ji~15 aoe~rd '.ng to the 
nationality descent of the respondents see.'!\ingly retl8cts a similar pattern 
of responses expressed toward items relating to NeP.!"O" and ethnocsntr1Stb 
Th .. "Other" category, the Irish and th.,. 0e'1"l!l&nS awear to be consistently' 
more favorable toward ite_ relating to Negr'08s, Jews and ettu:1ocent1"isl!1 
while the Polish respondents are conSistently less favoratlle toward thue 
groupe. 
An additional interesting pattern among the respon.e. 1s that -one 
each nationality deocent group, the aean attitude score toward tbe Chureh 
is IIlOre favorable than t.he mean attitude score toward items relating to 
et.hnocentr1S1l, and the mean attitude score toward .leva 18 IIOre favorable 
t.han the uan at.titude expressed toward items relating to both the Church aDd 
ethnocentrism. Perhaps this pattem -"17 indicates that. the "8pondents 
gave increasingly IIlOre tavorable responses toward the attitude items as tbe,. 
proceded ~ n completing the questionnaire. 
In Table 31.. the mean att1 tude acorN toward Jew an Pl'eaer~d 
according to the religious affiliation of the college attended by the 
respondents. 
TABLE .31 
MFAN A'rTl'fUDE SOORPS TOWARD JEWS ACCORDING '1'0 THE RELIOIOU3 
AmLIA TIOB or THE COLLEGE A '!'TENDED BY THE Ri5 PONDENTS 
Religious Attillation of 
College Attended 
cathollc College 
Non-catholic College 
Cumulative MeAn (all respondents) 
Mean Attitude Scores 
Toward Jewe 
The difference between the means in Table 31 indicates that the de ... 
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nations are s.all enou.gh to be attribu.ted to chance. Since there are no 
standard scores obtainable at the .os level of certa1nt11 there are no siC-
nitioant difrerenoes between the .. ana in Table .31. 
'!'he Undings in Table 31 reneot a sWlar pattern ot :response toward 
items relating to Negroe., the Church and etlmooent.ricmu name~, that those 
responelents who have received tho greater part or their oollege training 111 
catholic institutions exhibit attitudes which are more favorable to items 
relating to Negroes, Jews, the Church and ethnocentri.81l than thoae respondent. 
Who received the greater part of their college training in non-catholic 
institutions. HOwever I since no significant dirterences are obtainable at 
the .Os level ot certaint1, the differences between _ana can be attributed 
only to chance. 
In Table 32, the mean at.titude scores toward Jws are presented 
according to the social class of the respondents. 
'rABTE 32 
MFAN A '!"l'rTUnE SCORFS T(J'f,,~A.RD J1'H,'S ACCORDING TO THE 
SCX;IAL ClASS OF THE RES PONDENTS 
Social Clasa Mean Attitude SCONS 
Toward Jews 
I, II 42.7 
v 44.0 
Unidentified ll).6 
Cumulative Mean (all respondents) 42.8 
Unlike the data revealing mean attitude scores toward items relating to 
Negroes, the Church and ethnocentrism according to the eoci91 class of the 
respondents, the data in Table 32 reveals some patterns of relationship 
between the social class of the respondents and the attitudes they express. 
The mean attitude score of those in social class V is Significantly more 
favorable toward Je'.ys than tile mean attitude score of those in social class IV 
A standard score of 2.08 is obtalned indica.t.ing a significant difference at 
the .05 level of certa1nt,.. 
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Smaller standard scores are obtained in comparing the difference be. 
t.weeD the _an at.titude scores of the respondents in social class IV with the 
mean attitude scores of the respondent. in 80cial class III and. with the _an 
attitude score of all reepondents. standard 8cores of 1.42 and 1 • .32 are 
obt.ained reapecti .. 1,. indicating that the mean attitude score or those 
respondents in BOcial class IV is less favorable toward Jewe than the m.ean 
attitude score of those in social class III or the _an attitude score of 
all respondents. Dowever. these standard scores are signifioant only at the 
.20 level ot certaint,. and therefore reflect a deviation attributable onl,. 
to chance. 
In Table 33. the mean attitude seores toward Jews is presented accord-
ing to the teaching subjects of the respondent •• 
TABLE 33 
MFAN AT'l'I'l'UDE SCORES TOWARD JE\t:i. AOCORDING TO THE 
memo SUBJECT OF THE RllSroNDENTS 
,.eaching Subject; Mean Attitude Boor .. 
Toward .1-. 
Soc1&l Studie. 
English 
Mathematics and Nataral Science 
Business and Vocational 
other 
Cumulative Mean. (all respondents) h2.6 
The data in Table 33 reveals a striking pattern: namely', that the 
mean attitude score ot the teaohers of English is cons1derably lDOre fa.vorable 
toward Jews than the mean attitude score of the remainder of the respondents 
in the study when classified according to their teaching subjects. 
Teachers of English are significantly more favorable toward Jews than 
teachers ot Social Studiest Mathematics, "other" subjects (including teachers 
of modem and classical languages, religion and physical education) and aU 
respondents. Standard scores ot 2.83, 2.17 J 2.07 and 2.$0 are obtained 
respectively indicating differenoes at least a.t the .0, level of certainty_ 
It. standard score of 1.90 is obtained in comparing the difference 
between the moan attitude score ot English teachers and teachers of Bu81ness 
and Vocational subjects. This standard soore indioates that the 1IIl8&n 
attitude score of teachers of English is more favorable toward Jews than tae 
ua.n attitude score of teachera ot Business and Vooational subjects onl,. at 
the .06 level of certainty. 
It is noteworthy that although tea.chers of English and. Social Stud1e. 
were less anti-Iegro and ethnocentric tban the remainder of tbe respondents 
in the study classified according to teaching subjects, this pattern has 
been somewhat altered in terms of attitudes expressed toward Jews. AlthoUlh 
the mean attitude seore of Social Studies teaohers toward J*ws is quite 
favorable, it is nevertheless significantly less tavorable than the mean 
attitude score exhibited by English teachers toward the items relating to 
Jews. 
In Table 34, the respondents are categorized according to the number 
of years or teaching experience. 
TABIE34 
MEAN A. TTItUDE seORm TOWARD J:&lS ACCORDING TO THE IUMBEI 
OJ' lFARS OF TEACHING BIPEnIENCI OF THE BJSPONDIltrS 
IUlIber of yearl of 
Teaob1nC JXperi.en. 
15 or _re 
cwaulJ&tiye Mean (all .... pond ..... ) 
.an Atti1nde Scoree 
toward .1" 
42.6 
44.1 
41.6 
40.S 
42.8 
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ne data in Table 34 Wi.t. tbat the larpet dirrerences betwee. 
_ana mat bet .... tho .. l'elpOllCienta who haYe been teaehiDc be"' ... ft.ye and 
aine 78U8 and the re_inder of the respondenta 1n the .1;udy when clua1fie4 
acoord.1nc t.othe nlllJlber of ,eara of '"chine experi8llce. those who haYe be. 
teacdliD., ,",ween five and nine 1ear. are alpi.neantq _re taYOl'able tova" 
"ewe tban tho.e who llave been 'each1Dg hew_A \en and fourteen 1UI'8 or 
tao •• who bave been t.ach1l'lg f1f\ee!l ,..1'1 cr 1IOl'1I. starad&l"d acore. of 2.01 
and 2.21 ·an obtained I'88pective17 Wi_tin, .ipif'1C&nt difteren ... at. t.he 
.OS level of oertai.ntl. 
!hose who have been teaching betwMIl t1ve and I'11ne .J'Hft are also 
con.1d.erablT lBOre lavorable toward. JfJt18 tban thoBe who haft been teaeh1n& 
1881 than ft.ve years or than all respondent. taken collective17. Standarcl 
differences only at the .06 laval of certainty_ 
In viewing the ~t,.a according to tb.c nw!itor of lears of teaching 
experience by t.he respondents, .. fw consist.ent. pat.terns al°. cl.earl,y observa-
ble. Respondent.. who bave be-en teaching otJt.veen ftv6 and n.1na years are 
oonsiderably more tavOl'ablu to it ... relating toH~grotlS, J$'I<:8 and ethrw .. 
centrism than all other respondent. tnthe stud.y. l;urthenwe# respondents. 
have been \vaCbing J."U'ttwilD years or lon~ are olear11 less favorable toward. 
1te_ t'elat.ing to NOgr04s, J<n,a &00 ethnuO«ltrtsm tblim. all ot~r %'$spondente 
in the studr. 
In Table 35 .. the .an attitude scores toward Jews are presented accora-
ing to the number of Fneyclicala read by t.he respondents. 
3, 4, .5 
lor 2 
WAN A!.M'}'iu'DE SCORFS reWARD JEI£ ACCORDING TO THE 
RUHBER uF' DCYCUCAIS RrAD rROl'~ START TO 
FnnSH BY THE m R:!t<ttWfS 
Mean Attitude Soores 
To_rei Jewa 
Cumulative Mean (all respondents) 
The d&t& in TalJle 3, is hi~:hly &i;;:li:1#r to the data praentlng attitudee 
toward item8 relat.ing to l\iagroes, the Church and ethnocentrism a.ccording t.o 
t.he nUlllber of Fnqyelicals reaQ by the respondents. In .11 these grol.1p' ot 
data the d.1tferences between _ans are so slight. that S~!,Qingl;y tQere is 
little or no relationatlip between the number of Encyclicals read and toile 
attitudes expressed b¥" t.he respondents. 
In oonoludinl the analysis of attit.udea towards Je. from tile point ot 
view of the sooio-economic cbAl'actCll":istica of tine respondents, the data will 
now be analyzed h'om a aecondpoint of view. In th1a second point of v1iIW a 
distribution ot r_ponsa b1 the entire population is preserrted to attitude 
itema number thirll-six to tony-five or those ito. tllat foou.s speoitical1a-
on JeWs. 
Although the _jorit,. of attitude. expreased toward the J_ were 
favorable, it appean that only two items, numbers th1rt,. .... ight and thirty-
nine, are _t with so_ oontroversy_ The et..,eot,;ype of Jewish 
"s6clusivonetu.ft or cl.ann1sbness and "powor in money matters ft is apparent in 
t.nat. thirty.eu or 2$% agreed that "Much resentment against Jews st.- trom 
t.heir tendifll to keep apart and to exclude Coemiles from Jewish soe1al ute." 
only a s11gbt major!t;, or S1.4~ disagree that Jad.eh pover and control 1n 
eone,. matters 1. tar out of proportion tc tbe number 01' Jews 1n tbe total 
population. 
An apparem inconsistency ap{AWL1"s in the pattern of rupoMu to it .. 
number th1rt.Y<l1ftine and toR.Y-twO. While on17 ninet.een 01" 13.2% agree that 
"Jew tend to rllllain a foreign element in American 800iet.l, to. pr.el'ft their 
old social standards and to res1at the American va; of 11fe,. almost t.1I1ee 
as many or exactly one-fourth of the respondents agree that flr-iuch resentment 
against Jews stems from their tendency to keep apa,rt and to exclude Gentiles 
from Jewish social life." 
Although these last two attitude items are highly sL~ilar in terms of 
highlighting the stereotype of Jewish clannishness, almost twice as many agree 
with item number thirty-nine in comparison with item number forty-two. In 
item number forty-two, perhaps the usage of "foreign elemant" discourages 
agreement with this statement. As previously mentioned, among the statements 
dsaling with ethnocentrism, items number seventeen .. nineteen and twenty-two 
also make reference to IIforeignersn and bence indicated lOt¥' ethnocentric 
attitudes. Perhaps the respondents are not inclined to subscribe to the 
negative connotation frequently associated with the concept foreigner. 
In item number forty, on17 3.5% agree that "The Jews should give up 
their un-Christian religion with all its strange customs (kosher diet, spec-
ial holidaya, etc.) and participate actively and sincerelY' in the Christian 
religion. 1I While the relatively substantial percentage of 27.8% denies the 
prerogatives of religious sects whose beUefs do not permit them to salute 
the flag, the attitudes toward Jswish religious customs is considerablY' more 
permissive and less ethnooentric. As a further illustra.tion of' the tavorable 
attitudes given towa.rd the Jew1sh religion, less than 1% (.07%) or only one 
respondent supports the statement that "Jews aust be considered a bad 
influence on Christian culture and civilization." The absence of religious 
ethnocentrism is also indicated by 96.5% who disagree that "The true 
Christian can never forgive the Jews for their Cruci.t'ixion of Christ.-
TABLE 36 
PFl'tGEi,!TAGE OF R1<1)POt,lSES 'Ii) A'l'TITUDE ITF;]'\{) 
RElA Wi G TO ,Tf"WS 
----.--.-,--.-~---.----------------.-~ 
Pet. ln Pet. Pet. in 
Agreement undecided Disagreell18nt 
------------,---------~-~--.---------.- .. . ~ 
.36. !o end prejudice a~a.inst Jwe, the first 
step is for the Jews to try sincerely to 
~et rid of their harmful irritating 
.taults. Ih.6 
37. The Jews must b@ considered a bad influence 
on Christlan culture and civilization. .7 
38. Jewish power and control in money matters 
is far out of proportion to the number or 
Jews in tb. total popula-tion 20.6 
39. MUch resentment against J~ stems trom 
their tending to keep apart and to sxclude 
~ntiles from Jewish social 11fe. 2S.0 
40. The Jews should give up their un-Cbristian 
re11gion wi 1ih all its strange customs (kosher 
diet, special holidays, etc.) and partici-
pate act ively and sincerely in the 
Ohristian religion. 3.5 
41. !here seems to be some revolutionary streak 
in the Jel/ish make-up as shown by thef'aot 
that there are 80 many Jewish Communists 
and agitators. ..., I' ,,,0 
42. Jews tend to remain a foreign element in 
American society, to preserve their old 
social standards GIond to resist 'the 
American way of life. 1).2 
43. Most hotels should deny admittance to 
Jews, a.s a general rule. .7 
1~4. Tho tl~e Cr~istinn can never forgive the 
Jews for their CrucifWon of Christ. 4.2 
74.3 
S.6 
27.8 
21.6 47.2 
h.9 91.6 
20.8 71., 
12., 74.3 
2.1 9'1.2 
27.8 68.0 
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TABLE 36---continued 
Pct. in Pet. • Pet. in 
Agreement Undecided DisagreeMent 
4,. When Jews create large funds tor education-
al or scientifio research (Rosenwald, ~ell.r, 
etc.) It itl mainly due to a desire tor fame 
and public notioe rather than a really 
sinoere aoci scientific interest. 4.2 11.1 
After analysing the distribution of responses by the entire populat.iOll 
to attitude items nlWber thirty-abc to forty ... five, the data will now be 
presented from a t,bird point of view. An attempt. will be mad., to deter'llline 
tho fligni.ficance of crof'!s-oomparisons and correlations between one's attitudes 
toward Jews and the attitudee expressed toward otber groups in the atudy--
toward }Tegroes, the Church and ethnocentrism. 
After examining the responses to attitude items number thi1"tY-5ix to 
forty-five, the respondents were rank-eel in quartil"s in terms of those who 
were highly favorable toward Jews and ~hose who vere least favorab18 toward 
Jews. In each quart!.le there are thirty-six respondents. within the 
quartile c()nta.inin~ the tldrty .... 1x respondents who were nlghly favorable 
toward Jews, the scores range from forty ... sevtm t.o fifty points. The thirty. 
six respondents who were least favorable toward Jews comprised a quartile 
with scores ran~in~ between twenty-tbree and thirty-nine points. Two 
internaedlate quarttl .. ot respondents containing seventy-two respondents 
received scoree between forty and torty .... 1x points in expresSing their 
attitudes to'f>?ard it~s r(}1s.t1.nf~ to Jews. 
1:y use of thf'l Pearflon r cOl'Telat:lons, an a.ttempt is I!'.ade to detsrmine 
whether those respondent.s who axhHd.t attitudes highly favorable toward Jews 
will 8iIr>..ilarly exhibit attitudeo h1r.;hly favorable to, ... ard the other groups 
solected in the study--... toward l'!egrocs, t.he Church and ethnocentrism. Con ... 
versely, one mtght E:tlspeet that, t.hfl quartile con,ta:inin~ t!lose respondent. who 
were lea.c3t favorable toward .lews would similarly express F-lttitudas highly 
unta.vorable to Negroes, the Church and etbJloeentrism. 
In Ta.ble 37, tho F\larson r correlations of the quartilae containing 
high ant:t.-Semitic and low anti-Stlfiitic scorers are contrasted with their 
att1tudoo expressed townrd NegroEl!l, the Church and ethnocentrism. 
TABLE 37 
PEABSON R COE1f.ElATIOHSOF' THE BIGH AND J.DfA ANn-
SOOTISM QUAR'rIU!S WrrH ATTI'T'UDFS EIPRES:::,FJ) 
TOr-.fARD NEGROES, 'TIm CHURCH i\ t;.1J) E'l'HNOOEi!TRJ.sM 
1.01' Anti-Semtt1e 
Scores (4'(-50) 
High Ant1-6em1tle 
Scores (2)-39) 
IJjW Arrt,i-NI<\Wo .19 High Anti-Negro .01 
Loll' Ethncoentric .31 High Bthnooentric .60 
low Anti-Ghuroh .16 High Anti-Ghurch -.01 
In Table 37, the Pearson r correlations indicate that a Slight 
positive correlation ensts between those respondents who are bighl,y favol"-
~~egl'oe5, the Church and ethnooentrism" {"It,hough ea.ch of thes~ ccr:r~1Ation8 
is clearly ~s1ti.veJ none are l'tignif'lcant at the"! .O~ 14vel of' cel"taJ.nt.y. 
able toward item:! relatinr: to !}'e;~, the Churoh and ethnoeant.l"ilJm. However. 
the8e posltlvecorrelntions aN ne>t, sle;rd.f'icL"'lt and mUflt be attrib\lt~ to 
Semit~.e tIltM.t-udcs" the attit.udes they express toward flogroos znd the ("Jlurch 
indicate correlations of .01 and -.01 respeotively_ However in contrast, a 
poeit1ve oorrelation is ototained between hieb anti-Semitic respondent a and 
tbe attitudes they express teRrd itMs relat1.ng to etbnoaentr1i11!'b 'M 
~areon r or .60 indicates that this ~1t1v. correlat1Oft 1s algrd.r1eartt at 
the .01 l$Vsl of' eerta,1nt1. 
'Therefore 1 t can be conoluded that no correlation ex!ata b43tween high 
anti-Semitic rupondents and t.he attitudes theyexpre.s toward. Negroes and 
the Churcb. The t-tnd1ngs, however J do 8nr~ort the conclueim tbat h1::hl,. 
ethnocentr1.c :j,ttltudes vill accompany att1tud" of l.'1.oiV'itit\i!.l,s which are 
lesst f'avorable toward J~. 
In ane.lyz1nr. tbe respondents f attitudes tOlfard JQW's» tbe f'1ndings 
CQf\CUI" with nettelheim's contentlon that vita i.ncr_eing upNard 80ei&1 
mobl.litYJ a rtOre intense pre.1udiee dttrelops to'lif'lll"d thosG who rank lJ:>ver in SO 
8001.&1 el&8lh t.lthourh there ·&'ere no significant d1ftereneee in attitudes 
.. , . " .. . .... 
expressed. toward Jews or Negroes according to the social class of the respon-
dents, the attitudes toward .Jews expressed btJ the respondents are considerably 
more favorable than the attitudes expressed tOHard 't-Tegroes. 
sinee all the respondents participating in the study were secondary 
school teaehers, the vast majoritr had experienced upward social mobility-. 
Perhaps then one mirht attribute the relatively favorable attitudes expressed 
toward Jews as an indication that Jews were not perceived by the respondents 
as ranking lower in social elass. conversely" the unfavorable attitudes ex-
pressed toward t~egroe8 may be attributed to the tact that Negroes were per-
ceived by the respondents as ranld.ng lower in social class. 
F'urthermore, these findings lend support to 11 l1port. s contention that 
the lack of' interpersonal contacts in the m.eohanical culture of our city 
coupled with the stren"th or advertlsing in relation to standards of 11 v1ng 
arouses insecurity and unoertainty in minds of men and thus forces standards 
which call for contempt on people Who are perceived as poor and who do not 
,1 
reach the prescdbed level of mat&ria.l orlstence. 
Arter concluding the analysis of' attitudes expressed toward Jews" the 
final chapter wi.ll provide a summary of tho flndings and a comprehensive 
picture of the conclusions drawn in the study_ 
51Allport, op. cit., p. 8. 
- -
CHAPTER VII 
SUMMARY AND CONCWSIONS 
This thesis presents the findings of an inquiry into the selected 
social attitudes ot a lample ot catholic male lay teachers in catholic high 
schools. By partially identifying the attitudes ot the high school t~cher 
toward Negroes, Jews, the Church and ethnocentrism as being associated with 
certain socio-economic characterist iea, hopefully this study will, reveal 
some of the possible influences that bear upon the individual teacher. 
The universe of the study includes all male lay teachers currently 
teaching in the Catholic boys 'high schools throughout the Chicago area. A 
total ot 561 questionnaires were mailed to the participants in twenty-one 
catholic high schools ot which 141 persons responded trom approximately 
tourtean high schools by mailing back completed copies of the questionnaire. 
The questionnaire was developed trom a collection of items taken trom 
the Authoritarian Personality, strangers Next Door a. .Scale ot Attitudes 
-------
Toward The Church" and a studT by Sister Anthony claret, O. S. F., on the 
values ot religiOUS women. 
The questionnaire itself consists of eighty items ot Which the first 
thirty·five items requested information concerning the socio-economic back-
ground of the respondents; the remaining forty-ave iteu are attitude 
statements of various social issues requiring the respondent to indicate the 
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extent of his agreement or disagreement with that particular item. 
The respondents, all lay teachers in the catholic high schools through-
out the Chicago area, are somewhat widely distributed in socio-economic 
background. 'l'he "average" teacher in the survey, however, typically has 
experienced upward social mobility in the last generation and is an offspring 
of a lower or lower-naiddle class familT. The most frequently identified 
nationality descents are Irish, Polish, Qerman and Italian including a 
sizable percentage ot respondents who are representative of numberous other 
nationalities. Typically, the respondents have received most of their 
college training in catholic institutions and have been teaching less than 
five years. 
Before presenting a summary of the findings, it should be noted that 
the tollowing four hypotheses vere tested: 
1. Individuals of those national descent or ethnic groups which have 
most recently migrated to the United states will exhibit higher anti-N~gro 
attitudes than those nationality or ethnic groups which have less recently 
migrated to the United states. 
2. Individuals who have received all or most of their college training 
in a Catholic institution will exhibit lower anti.fiegro attitudes than those 
who received all or most of their college training in a non-catholic 
institution. 
3. Individuals who have experienced measurable upward or dovnward 
social mobility in the social class structure within the last generation will 
exhibit higher anti-Negro attitudes than those who have remained stable in 
the social class structure. 
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4. Individuals who exhibit a high degree of identification with their 
own reterence and membership groups will relate negatively to other groups 
perceived to be in tension ideologically with such reterence and membership 
groupe. 
4-A. Individuals who exhibit higher ethnocentric attitudes will 
exhibit higher anti-Negro attitudes. 
4-B. Individuals who exhibit higher ethnocentric attitudes Will 
exhibit higher anti-Semitic attitudes. 
4.0. Individuals who exhibit lower an\i-Negro attitudes will exhibit 
attitudes expressing social17 conventional approval toward the (catholic) 
Church. 
In the first hypothesis, it was predicted that individuals of ethnio 
groups which have IIOst recently migrated to the united States will be more 
unfavorable to Negroes than ethnic groups who have less reoentlJ migrated 
to the Un.ited states. It would be expeoted then that respondents who 
identified themselves as Polish or Italian would exhibit higher anti-Negro 
attitudes than respondent. who identified themselves as Irish, German, 
Irish-German or "other" (including numerous miscellaneous nationalities to 
which there was a small number of respondents). By the use of standard 
scores the first hypothesis, however, can on~ be part1al~ accepted since 
only the Polish mean attitude Bcore of 50.0 is significantly less favorable 
toward items relating to Negroes than the Irish mean of 56.1, the German 
mean of 56.0 and the "other" mean ot 57.9. Those respondents ot Italian 
desoent being ide·ntif1ed as recent migrants to the United states obtain a 
mean attitude score of 55.) toward items relating to Negroes and therefore 
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do nottJXblblt attitudes sienificantl1 different trom the mean attitude 
scores expressed by the more reeent i~grants to the Hnited states. More-
over, thoae of' Italian descent reneat an attitudinal pattem I'IlOre closely 
aligned with the responsu of tho.e of Ger_n and Irish descent. 
With raspecrt. to attitudes expressed toward items relating to .thno-
centri_ and Jews, the Polish attitude 1& hlghq similar to the attitudes 
expressed toward Negroes. Although not significantly lus favorable on item. 
relating to ethnocentrism and Jews, the Pol1eh uan attitude scor .. show up 
as consistent17 less favorable to the selected grou.ps than the other 
nationality d_oent categories in the .tud,y. 
In hypothe81a ntlllber two, it was pred.lcted that individuals who hacI 
received their college training in catholic institution. would exbib1t 
lower antl-Negro attitudes than those Who bad re.ived their college training 
in non-Catholic institutions. Althou.gh those respondent. who attendad 
catholic college. or universities exhibit attitudes more favorable to--.rd 
1t_ relating to Negroes, J8WfS~ the Church and lo\'Htr etbnocentrisl!l, their 
attitud. are not significantly IIOre ravonble than those who bad received 
tb..ireoll.,. training in non-catholic institution,,. Therefore, the find1np 
do not lend adequate support to th1e second hypothesis. 
The third hypotheSiS atates that indlvidualawho bave experienced 
Masurable upward or downward soc1alaobll1tr within tbe laat generation will 
exhibit higher anti"",egro attitudes than those who have ~1ned .tabla 1A 
the 80cial class structure. 
With respect to attitudes expressed toward 1tems relating to Negro •• , 
the ChUl"Ch and ethnocentr1sm according to the social Olas8 of the respondents 
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the dIfference between meana is f!;O slight that the social class or the 
respondents seemingly' h<'lS little or no relationship to the attitudes express-
ed. HOW'tr'ler .. a patt,em of relst,ionehlp is obee:rved between attitudes 
axp~sed toval'dJ6WS by the respondents in soclal elass IV and sooial c].a.s 
v. Social class V obtains I. mean attitude scoreo! 44.0 toward JS't~ and is 
significantly" more f'a:vorable toward JM18 than social class IV 'With a mean 
attitude soore of 41.6. However., e'len this finding does not lend. SUPfJOl't to 
the third bypothesls. 
'Wllen classifying the respondents according to their t.eachi.ng subjects, 
it is evident that no signifioant differences are obtained. However, 
tachers or ErlIliah and social Studies ...... llT exhibited more favon.ble 
attitu.des on the questionnaire t.han the remainder of the respondents. 
A ).18ttem of relationship 18 elelU"lyobservable when clue1tying the 
responden\s according to the number of yean of teaching expttrienoe. Those 
respondents who have been teachiJlg between five and nine years are lignin.. 
cantly More fa'lorable on item.a rela.ting to Negro" and Jews than respendente 
who have been teaching fif'teen ",are or longer. The findings clearl)r 
indicate that t,hs respondents .mo have been teaohing between five and nine 
years are more favorable on the attitude items than teacher. who have had 
more teaching experience or less teaching experience. 
In the 8Ocio-economie backgromd portion of the queltiomaire .. the 
respondents were requested to indicate whether the, bad. read a select group 
ot five papal encyclicals. The f'1ndings indicate that there 18 little or 
no meaningful rel.ationship between the number or encyclicals read from start. 
to tinish by the respondenta and the attitudes they express toward iteme 
l02 
relating to Negroes, Jews, tbe Church &nd ethnocentrism. 
sub-nypotbesis 4-1. states that individuals who exhibit higher ethnocen-
tric attitudes will exhibit higher anti-Negro ltttitudes. 'l'he identifioation 
ot respondents who exhibit higher ethnocentrio a~titudes is determined by 
those who rank in the highest quartile (those thirty ... six rtWpontienta who are 
most ethnocentric or conversel1 .. who receive the lowest scores with rlJspectt 
to attitude items focusing on ethnocentrism). A Pearson r of .,6 is obtained 
indicating that a positive correlation between highly ethnocer.tric and ~~gh 
anti-~~gro attitudes is signifioant at the .01 level of oertainty. converselJj 
tbose respondents who are the least ethnocentric are also highly favorable 
toward items relating to l;egroes. A Pearson r of .55 is obtained indicatinc 
a correlation significant at the .01 level or certa.intY'. These nndinga then 
lend strong support to the acceptance of hypotheSiS 4 ... 
Sub-hypothesis 4-B indicates tbat individuals who exhibit higb.er ethno-
centric attitudes will exhibit higher anti-6~itic attitudes. The findings 
indicate that within the quartile containing highly ethnocentric respondents, 
they Similarly express attitudes highly unfavora.ble to Jews. A .Pearson r ot 
.66 is ohtained indicating a ,Positive eorx'elation significant at the .01 
level of certa.inty bet,wG(ln respond<ants exprassing high13 etb.OOeentno <.1.tti-
tude. and the attitudes they express toward J0WS. However, those who are 
the least ethnooentric do not neeessarilT exhibit a significantly low anti-
Semitic attituae. A Pearson r of .10 is obtained indicating only a. slight 
positive correlation between the respondents upl'eGsing low othnoO$otric 
a.tt.1tudsa and the attitudes they express t.oward Jews. 
Although the findings lend partial support to hypothesis 4a D, the 
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Pearson r correlations do not indicate that total acce:ptance be attributed 
to the hypothesis that "Individuals who exhibit higher ethnocentric attitudes 
will exhibit higher anti-semitic attitudes." 
"'!hen comparing the quartiles of respondents who are most and least 
ethnocentric with their attitudes tovmrd items relating to the Church, 
slight neeativ6 correlations of llttle significance are obtained. Brien,., 
those respondents who are highly ethnocentric exhibit attitudes tending 
toward socially conventional approval toward the Church; those respondents 
who are least ethnocentric tend to express socially conventional disapproval 
toward the Church. 
In sub-hypothesis 4-0, it was predicted that individuals who exhibit 
lower anti-Negro attitudes will exhibit attitudes expressing conventional 
approTal to the (catholic) Church.. contrary to expectations, respondents 
who exhibit attitudes highly favorable tward )legroes exh1btt attltudes of 
high conventional disapproval tot~rd the Church. A Pearson r of -.45 is 
obtained indicating a negative correlation at the .01 level of certainty. 
Moreover, respondents within the quartile exhibiting high anti-Negro attitl1des 
tend to express attitudes of high conventional approval to.rard the ChurCh. 
! Pearson r of -.11 is obtained indicating a slight negative correlation of 
little significance, 
These findings then lead to the rejection of hypothesiS 4-c and lend 
support to the conclusion that attitudes of high conventi.onal disapf-:roval 
toward the Church accompany the attitudes of respondents who are highly 
favorable to Negroes. 
A rather significant conclusion warranted by the .find1ngs 1s that 
lolt 
respondont.s wbo exhibit highly prOll(lgl"c attltude& almil...ii1"ly exp."888 att.itudfNI 
b1ihJ¥ favorable to Jew:; and low ot.lu'lvcentriBm. PSlQl"son 1'1 as of .42 tUld .40 
are obtained respect.ively indiQa.t.ing "" po&it1vtit G.'orrel£tion at the .0$ level 
of certainty. However, the findings do not lend adequate 8UjJiJOn to the 
oonverse proposition that respondents who exhibit attitudes least f,aYo1'able 
t.oward Negroes will aimiJ..uoly exbibit att.ltudas least favorable to 1tUlS 
relating to Jewii.i and high etr.moCl'lnWilrHb onlt slight positive currela.tJ.OIl8 
are obtained .and therefore do not support thie conclUIJion. 
Although tbe findings indicla;t.. virluall1 no COl"rt1lation betweal 
reapondcmts who exhibi:t. attit/udEl$ least t'avorabb toward J~ and iJl& 
attitudes they ~_ toward l~.groe8 and tbe Churoh, the findingli 8t1"Ol1ll¥ 
support t.he conclusion t.hat highly ethnocentric attitudes vill .oco~1' 
attitudes of respond&nts who ar8 least favorable toward Jew. A Pearson I' 
of .60 indicates a positive corralat1on uign1tie&nt at tE~ .01 l~val of 
certainty. FurthElrmvre, among 1oh0 rssjJOndents who .:)Chi,bit att.itudes highly 
favorable toward Jews, the att.itudes they express toward itsms l"1tlating to 
iiegroes. the Church and ethnocentr1s. tenda to he favora.ble. f'(la.r(KIn 1"5 of 
.19, .16 and .31 are obtained rstipect.iveq, indicating ll1odoz-.tel,y jlosl .. t.ive 
correlations--hvw1tver I not. signifioant at the .o!J lttvttl of CEll"ta1l1ty. 
It is qUEUitions.ble whether tt..e st&t.emeot.a adequat.el1 meuure the 
quality or the ext-ent of tbo p1"eJuaice manifNted bl the respondents in the 
study.. As has been pointed ou.t previously, the at.titude stateawnt.s .focuaing 
on the Church do not t;ive a reliAble e$timate ot t.he real It ttitudes of the 
respondents. Tl'l6lre is the possibillty tha.t the Thu.rst(.lne "Scale of Attltud.. 
Toward the Churcbftis an 1nappropI'iate instrument as the frame of reference 
toward the Church of a sample of entirely Catholic respondents. Secondly, 
because of the nature of the attitude items concerning the Church, there are 
difficulties in meaningfully distinguishing between respondents who express 
attitudes of constructive criticism of the Church and the less critical 
respondents who express attitudes seeming~ favorable toward the Church 
perhaps because of personal alienation or lack of appreciation for the 
Church's relevance to the modern world. Finally, the attitude statements 
about the Church do not tut the doctrinal orthodoq of the respondents as 
nmch as it tests their judgments concerning social allegations about the 
Church in the form of stereotypes. 
Relevance !2 Theo;rz 
In terJl'lS of Herton' s reference group theory, individuals do not 
necessarily internalize a set of values established by the groups to which 
they belong but probably acquire behavior patterns which are significantly 
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shaped b,r groups to which the individual is not a part. The findings in 
this studT do not lend themselves to an accurate interpretation of any 
Bingle reference group or membership group significant for the respondents. 
As Newcomb bas concluded in his study of value-assimilation by college 
students, one's behavior i. significantly shaped b,r groups to which he does 
5) 
not belong. In accordance with Merton' s reference group theory, one might 
5~ertonJ OPe cit., p. 283. 
--
S3Newcomb, OPe cit., p. )00. 
--
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predict that perhaps the larger society rather than the immediate social 
environment constituted by the social relationships to which the individual 
is directly engaged may have served as a signif1cant frame of reference for 
the respondents in this study. Moreover, identification with public figures 
or adherence to "middle class values" could hay. been more meaningful 
reference groups than any of the socio-economic characteristics or reference 
groups isolated as independent variables for analysis in this study_ 
Although the findings suggest that the selected socio-economic 
characteristics of the respondents are not significantly related to the 
attitudes expressed by the respondents, the nationallty descents of the 
respondents did reflect some divergent patterns of response. Those who 
identified themselves as Polish did exhibit attitudes significantly more 
ethnocentric (and more unfavorable to Negroes) than respondents who were 
identified in the Irish or "other" categories. 
Seemingly, this finding lends support to Williams theory that the need 
to conform to the expectations of those groups to Which the individual 
belongs creates feelings of social distance toward those groups perceived to 
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be lacking in mutually acceptable norms. 
As members of relatively recent immigrant groups, the Polish and 
Italian respondents might be e:x.pectecl to exhibit a more rigid acceptance of 
their own ethnic groups accompanying negative imagery to out-groups. Althougt 
5~illiams, op. cit., pp. 19-~ 
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the Italian respondents expressed highly ethnocentrio attitudes similar to 
the Polish respondents, their attitudes did not differ significantly from 
those expressed by respondents of other nationality groups. Hence these 
tindin.gs lend partial support to 'tJilliams theory. 
The attitudes expressed toward the Church by the respondents seemingly 
manifest high sooially con'lfentional approval of the Church. However, the 
attitudes expressed t~dard the Church do not really lend themselves to an 
explanation for the individualts motivation for belonging to the Church. 
One might speoulate that the responses toward the Church adhere closely to 
Allportts dichotomy of the institutionalized and interiorized religious 
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outlooks. In theinatitutionalbed outlook, the individual sees the 
authoritarian character of the Church and is motivated to belong for the sake 
of safety, power and authority. Furthermore, one might predict that those 
respondents who exhibited less critioal attitudes toward the Churoh are 
personally alienated from the Church or lack appreciation for the Churoh's 
relevanoe to the modern world. 
It 1s likewise plausible that some of the respondents expressing high 
social~ conventional disapproval of the Church have an "interiorized" 
religious outlook. According to Allport the individual's motivation for 
belonging to the Church is based on its fundamental creed of brotherhood 
which expresses the ideals that one sincerely believes in. 
5S Allport, op. cit., p. 7. 
- -
Ir1 anal3Z1ng the respondent's attitudes toward Jews, the tindings 
concur with Bettelheim's contention that with increasing upward social 
mobility, a more intense prejudice develops tow~rd those who rank lower 1n 
" social class. Although there wore no s1gnificant ditterences in attitude. 
expressed toward Jews or Negroes according to tbe social class of the 
respondents J the attitudes toward Jews expressed by the respor.d.ents are 
considerably m.ore favorable than the attitudes expressed tC>1'e.l"d Nep-ces. 
Since all the respondents participating in tbe stuciT were secondary' 
.chool teachers, the vast lI&jority had experienced upward social mobil1t:y. 
Perhaps then one might attribute the relative17 favorable attitudes expressed 
toward Jft'S as an indication that JfM8 were not perceived b,. the rGSponden'U 
as ranking lower in social clas8. Conyersel", the unfavorable attitudes 
expressed toward Negroes may be attributed to the tact that Negroes were 
perceived b,. the respondents as ranking lower in social class • 
.=:Imp~l .... i.... ca_t_i_o_ ..... tor Future aesearch 
- --------
Perhllpa further research should take plaoe concerning the apllcatiOll 
that the laymAlll's attitudes toward tbe Church a&7 have a signitioan\ bearing 
on the capaoit,. or catholic secondary educat10n to vanamit poaitive val .. 
to its student.. It bas been suggested that the alleged failure or Catholic 
secondary educat101l to transmit posit1" social attitudes ma7 be attr1butable 
in part to tensions between the lay faoult" and religiou racult,.. 
,6Bettelbe1m, op. o1t., p. 217. 
--
administration in catbolic secondary schools. 
Further research is also needed regarding the differences in at.titudes 
expressed by the various socio-economic categories. It is questionable 
whether the socio .. economic characteristics of the groups that were con-
trolled in the study are relevant to ascertaining meaningful differences 1n 
attitudes. Perhaps additional research on the influence on such variable. 
as social class and age might reveal larger differences in attitudes than 
might be expected. However, a.s ha.s been suggested by Gordon Allport, 
additional exploratory researcb may reveal that much prejudice is attributed 
to the impersonal and mechanical culture of our large cities where the lack 
of interpersonal contacts arouses insecurity and Wlcertainty in the minds of 
men. Furthermore, the strengths of advertising in attempting to create 
material needa possibly promotes standards which call for contempt of people 
who are poor and do not reach the prescribed level of material existence 
S1 
within the class 81St __ 
,7 
Allport, !e- ~., p. 8. 
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Dear Member of the tp,y Faculty: 
A quest ionnaire has been distrl.buted to you as a participant in a 
surYe,. of lay teaebers in the catholic Hir)l Schools throughout the Chicago 
area. The suryey is being conducted as a part of the degree requirement. 
for the Master of A.rts., 
Being a lay teacher myself, 1 know that your time is precious. 
However, 1 will be most, graterul if you could help lU out b,. taking a r_ 
minutes to fill out 1'OUl" copy of the questionnaire. After completing the 
questionnaire, please seal it in the envelope proyided and return it to 
your Principal. 
please do not sign your name to the questionnaire for all information 
is eonfidential and anonlMoua. 
Should you be interested in the results of the survey, I would be 
happy to provide that information. 
Thanking you in adyanee for your cooperation, I am 
S in cere lJr, 
Thomas G. Schacbluth 
Notre Dalla High School for Boys 
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SURVEY OF lAY TFACHEBS 
This 1s an ana 
were appropr a e. 
in by you. 
Please cheek items 
y are to be tilled 
1. It you presently teach, check the appropriate line. 
a. Grammar School 
b. High School 
c.. College 
2. It you teach in high school or college, list the subjects you are 
teaching this semester • 
.3. Row many years have you been teaching at this school? 
a. 1 year or less 
b .. 2-4 years 
c. 5-9 yean 
d. 10 or more years 
4. How many years ha.ve you been 1;each1ng? 
a .. 0-4 years 
b. 5-9 ;rears 
c. 10 .. 14 years 
d. 15-19 years 
e. 20 ... 2!t years 
t. 25-29 years 
g. 30-34 years 
h. .35-39 yeare 
i. 40-44 years 
j. 45 or more 
5. What is your a.ge now? 
a. 2O-2h years 
b. 25-29 years 
c • .30-3h years 
d. 3,-39 ;years g.50·54 years 
---- e. 40-44 years --·---;h.5'-'9 years 
t. 45-4.9 years 1. 60 or more 
----
6. Give the rac. to which you belong. 
----------------
7. \\that is the country of birth ott 
a. You c. Mother 
b. Fat1':"tie~r-------- d. Grandp·"!:!'ar::O.~n::'!l\~s:---------
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8. How would you describe your family's national descent? 
(Irish, Polish, etc.) _____________ _ 
9. In what kind of community have )"0'11 residtSd most of your life? 
a. Rural farm &rea 
b. Rural non-farm area 
c. Small town, less than 10,000 
d. City, 10,000 - 99,999 
e. Large city 100,000 or over 
f. Suburb nea.r large city 
10. Cirole the number in each group 1rJhich indioates arproximately how many 
years of sohooling each of your parents completed. Of you eannot give 
an exact number, try to give an approximate answer.) 
f'OR YOUR FATHF.R GRADE SCHOOL HIGH SCHOOL COltLli:CE roST GRAD 
fJti13tfc seHOot 1,2,3,4,5,6;'/,8 1,2,3,4 . 1,2,3,4 -
CATHOLIC SCHOOl, 1,2,3.4,$,6,7,e 1,2,3,4 1,2,),4 
FOR YOUR MCfI'rrF:R GRADE SCHOOL HI(tH SCHOOL CCLLE;QE PCST GRAD 
PUBLIC SCHOOL 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8 1,2,),4 1,2,),4 
CATHOLIC SCHOOL 1,2,),4",6,7,8 1,2,3,4 1,2,3,4 
li. The f'ollowing questions pertain to your f'atherts major occupation. If 
your father is retired or not living, tell what his occupation was. 
'What is your f'atherts occupation? (Please specify his partioular job, 
e.g., auto mechanic, railroad. conductor, baker, baker self-employed) 
12. What is the estimated annual income of 10m" :father? 
a. $4,000 or leu 
b. More than $4,000 but less than $7,000 
c. $7,000 to $10,000 
d. $10,000 to $1,,000 
e. $15,000 and above 
13. If' you have brothers, please list their occupations on the following 
lines. Be specific. 
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llt.. Number of brothers and deters who are 25 years or older 
-------
1$. Number of brothers and sisters 2, years or older who have completed 
the following levels of educatiolll (List Qach brother and sISier 0iii1 
once; e. g., if he completed grammar school and high school, list m 
onIi as bQving compI.tea hfgh school.) 
Brothers Sisters 
Grammar 5 chool 
High School 
College 
Graduat. Work (specify) 
16. Professional School (specify) 
a. 
b. ----
----c. 
----d. 
----e. f.----
g. 
----h. i.-·---
17. To Which social class do you think your fa'llily belonged? 
a. Upper 
b.Midd1e 
e. Working 
d. tower 
18. Please indicate the years you attended public or catholic schools by 
circling the grades. Use a cheekmark under Oraduate Work. 
PUBLIC SCHOOL 
CA "fROLIC SCROOL 
GRA}iIrIAR SCHOOL 
l,2,3,4,5,6,7 .. B 
1,2,),4",6,,7 .. 8 
19. Did you receiYe a college degree? Yes No 
----
20. What college did you attend? 
------------------------------------~ 
21. Are you now working toward a college degree? Yes 
---
NO 
-----t 
no you have a Master's degree? Yes 
If no, are you now doing graduate work toward ---
No 
----.... 
a Master's degree? Yes 
---
No 
-----t 
Do you have a Doctor. s Degree? Yes 
It no, are you now doing graduate work toward ---
No 
-----t 
a noctor's degree? Yes 
---, 
No 
----.... 
III 
What is (was) your major field? In college 
In graduate work toward a Master's degre~e-------------I 
In graduate work toward a noctorts degree' 
_.------------------------
22. Approximately how many semester hours (college level or higher) do you 
haye in the following? 
a. Economi cs 
b. History 
c. Pb.ilosophy _ 
d. political science 
e. Psychology --
f. sociology 
g. Theolog 
h. Education _._-
23. Have you ever taken a specific course in papal social thought or papal 
social enc1clicals? yes _. No ___ _ 
24. Would you des cribe the handli.'1g and coverage of the social encyclicals 
in classes oth~r than sPGcitically social encyclical classes as: 
(Check more""lEiii one if necessa.ry.) 
a. 'Done with depth 
b. Done superficially' . - . 
c. Not done at all -
2,. Check the encyclicals you have read trom start to finish, if an.11 
a. Quaciragesimo Anno d. Mater at Magistra 
b. Rerum Novarum e It P:iiCenl in Terris ------
c. MyStic! Corporis 
2&. Which subject do you teel most prepared to teach? 
---- --------------------
27. Are you teaehinr, this subject? Tes )10 
---
--,--
28. Which subject do you reel least prepared to teach (of the subjects you 
are teaching now)? 
29. At. what .rear of the Catholic student.s education, if my, do you 
think we should start teaching Christian Social Principles? 
Circle on0. 1 2 3 4 , , 7 8 9 10 11 12 Should not. 
30. What subjects, in your opinion, if any, lend themselves to the 
teaching of Christian Social PrinCiples? 
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31. Haft,au ever had any unpleasant penor.al exper1tu'lCCl in regard to the 
colored? 
Y_ No 
___ •• __ .. _f'_'~"'''''_· 
I. 
, .,- . 
33. Haft)"01l eYer bad anT pleuant penONll exper1enoe in reaal"d to tbe 
colOS"ed? 
yes ____ _ 
rro 
_._-----
34. It,.., plea •• explain. 
* I. , , • t * t, .. 
, a, PI T MIl •• " • I l 
3S. Your rel1&1on il _._. __________ • ______ .r_rJ ___ • ____ ~ _____ • 
The to1l.owiDg stat __ te refer to Optn1OM ""carding fA Daber of soclal 
groups and banes. about which 80M people agree ancioth.n disagree. ple ... 
aft each atateMnt in the left-hand -l'I1n aocorcling to JOUl' agreement or 
dlaarr __ nt, .a foll •• , 
, 
_ 1 - strongly agr. 
1. 
.. 1 2• 
" 
). 
4. 
S. 
6. 
2 - .cd.ratel, • .,.. 
3 - UDdaoldecl 
.. - lKlderately diaagree 
, - 61'.~gl.1 d.1s&gJ'_ 
It 18 Wl"Orlg tor .epooea and whittle to tnt.el'llSAl"l7_ 
IIear0e8 seem to haft aa ..... 1'810n to plain hard work, thel t.end to 
be & p&.ra8itlc 81 .. _ 1ft 800ie1'., bl t1nd1na •• 7, nonprcductl" 
job •• 
"8groet1 8hould be aOl"e concemed with tbeb' personal appe&l'8llce, 
aDd nat. be 80 dirtT and -u" and \lDkeuspt. 
The" 18 little hope of cornoting 1;he racial det.cta of' the Negroe Ii 
.ince the.e det.ata are 81ap17 in thea blood. 
It would be to the beat inter"'. ot all if tlMt .egroes would tON 
their own nation and keep more to tbeJuel.ea. 
on the whole, the Nepo .. have probably cmtrlbutecl leN to 
A!'!I8zoican life than arty other group. 
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'7. It would be a mil!ttaJ(l'!: ttJ ~ave ~Je#oe;, f1:)r foremen and leaders ever 
-- Whitea. 
8. tlGgroea may rutn It part to play in white civil1zation, but 1t 1s 
---- bust. to keep them in their own d;i.~tl"1.ok and schools and to 
prevent tuo mUfti interm:t.xir!~ wit.h ¥hti ••• 
9. The people who raae 111.11 the tfllk about putting Jegroes on the same -~ level as whites and giving them the 6a~. privilegelll are Mostly 
radical atit.attJl'e trying to stir u.J:' conflict •• 
10. ~41ddle elasfJ colored people should t.& allOVed to buy or rent ho .. 
_ .... -- 1 in midd e o136f!1 white noighbvrboc.d •• 
11 .. Colored people are b1 nature pl"Qne tv crifIW. illegitlmtacy, j:-wert,. 
-- :anti igno!"6n ce • 
12. Most colored persona are tna.tEid fairly in the u. s. MOst or the 
--._.. time. 
13. colored people bave a body odor because of the pipent of th.ir 
-_._- skin. 
].h. It a colored tamil, bU18 a hoM 1n an aU-wh1 te Mlghborhood, the 
-- property ".lues of aU otJ1er r_idences drcp 1nev1t.abl.y. 
15. The _st prevalent and. fWldamental cawur ot bl1ght.ea neiGhborhoods 
-- is negligence and de0truction on the part cf the i.nh.al:tltants. 
16. certain I"ellgioua •• ot.. wc.$.bftl1et& do not perm1t. them to salute 
-_. the .thC should bfJ forced to conform to such .. patriotiQ act.ion, 
or ele. b. abol1shed. 
17. A.r.1 grQUP or social movement which com.a.1nl! -..v rorel~ent should 
-_._. be watched with 8lA6pieUm il\fld, 'liiibti1,(tver poilsibls, 'be invest.igated 
by the fBI. 
18. one _in diffioulty with allowing tIle cmtlrepopulation to 
-- partiCipate full,. if< government afta'! .. (voting, job., etc.) 18 
that such a large pe:reetar,_ 1s innately detiQient and incapable. 
19. The !lOst vi eiou!f, 1tTesptlflJli ibl., and racketeering unioM al'e.. in 
--... most case., those baving la".1,. t01"81gnere tor leadera. 
__ 20. ill. are spending toolluoh lioney rot' the paltped.ng of crimi.n.llsand 
the insane, aM for the education of 1nh~rently incapable people. 
21. Mint>r fo!""1l ot Military training, obedience and d18cipline# such 
-- as drill, YNu"chlng and simple eor.-andl, should be made a ~'lLrt of 
the elementary school @du(!atl.onal program. 
22. The main threat to basic ABIEu:-laan instltutiOM dUJ'ing this 
-- ci1nt,\U"1' bas cQmef'rom the lnfl1tr-.tton ot forei,n ide.s, dcotrines 
and flg1tatore. 
23. Present treatment of conscientious objectors, draft evadttn, and 
-_. _. eneMya11entl is too lenient and. _1~1cocldl1.ng. It a per.on wontt 
fight tor thll country, he d.el"f"&l a lot vera. than just prison 
0'1" a work camp. 
2h. furopean refugee. may be 1.n need, but it would be a big IU$take 
-" -- to lower cur imm1grat icm quotu ~nd allow more t.o enter the 
country. 
2S. f90pl$ who break the .lav should be punished no _tter how gcoo. 
-- their excuse is. 
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26. I approve of the church because I know that church attendance is a 
-- good index of the nation's morality. 
27. I have convinced myself that the teaching of the church· is 
-- altogether too superficial to be of interest to me. 
28. ?-1y emotional reaction toward the church is negative due to lack of 
-- interest. 
29. I am convinced that the church is shackled with monied interests 
-- and does not practice its ideals. 
30. I have concluded that a man cannot be honest in his thinking and 
-_. endorse wbat the church teaches. 
31. I have a feeling that the church furnishes the stil'llulus for the 
-_. best leadership of our country. 
32. I am afraid that the church is non-scientific and emotional 
-- depending for its innuenee upon fear of God and of hell. 
33. I am certain that the cburch has a most im.portant influence in the 
-- development of moral habits and attitudes. 
34, I am convinced that the church is a divine institution, and that 
-- it should command my higbest 10yaltT and respect. 
3$. I think the church is moving ahead too fut in the area of race 
-- relations. 
36. To end prejudice against Jews, the first step is for the Jews to 
-- try sincerely to get rid of their harmful and irritating faults. 
37. The Jews must be considered a bad innuenee on Christian culture 
-- and ciYilization. 
38. Jewish power and control in money matters is far out of 
-_. proportion to the number of Jews in the total population. 
39. Much resentment against Jews stems from their tending to keep 
--- apart and to exclude oentiles from Jewish social life. 
40. The Jews should give up their un-Christian religion with all its 
-- strange customs (kosher diet, speoial holida18. etc.) and partici .. 
pate activel,.. and sincerely in the Christian religion. 
41. There seems to be some revolutionary streak in the Jewish make-up 
-- as shown by the tact that there are so many Jewish Communists and 
agitators. 
42. Jews tend to remain a foreign element in American society.t to 
-- preserve their old social standards and to resist the American wa1 
of life. 
43. Most hotels should deny admittance to Jews, as a general rul&. 
---4h. The true Christian can never forgive the Jews for their 
~--- crucifixion of Christ. 
45. When Jews create large funds for educational or scientific 
-- research (Rosenwald, Heller, etc.) it is mainly due to .. desire 
tor tame and public notice rather than .. really sincere and 
scientific interest. 
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